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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to classify all finite groups with dihedral 
Sylow 2-subgroups. The classification is contained in the following theorem, 
the proof of which is being published in three parts appearing in successive 
issues of this journal.l 
THEOREM 1. Let 6 be a finite group with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. Let 
O(6) denote the maximal normal subgroup of odd order. Then 0 sat&$es one 
of the following conditions. 
(i) S/O(S) is isomorphic to a subgroup of PrL(2, q) containing PSL(2, q), 
q odd. 
(ii) S/O(S) is isomorphic to the alternating group A, . 
(iii) S/0( 6) is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of 8, 
As an immediate corollary, we have 
* This research was supported by grants to the authors from the National Science 
Foundation. Part of it was undertaken while the authors were employed by the Institute 
for Defense Analyses, Princeton, New Jersey. 
r In this paper, I’L(n, q), GL(n, q), and SL(n, q) shall represent the groups of semi- 
linear transformations, linear transformations, and linear transformations of deter- 
minant 1, respectively. PI’L(n, q), PGL(n, q), and PSL(n, q) shall represent the factor 
groups of these respective groups by their subgroups of scalar transformations. 
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THEOREM 2. If 8 is a simple group with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, then 
either 6 is isomorphic to PSL(2, q), q odd and q 3 5, or 6 is isomorphic to A, . 
In particular, the hypothesis of Theorem 2 is satisfied if 0 is a simple 
group of order 4g’ whereg’ is odd. In this case, it follows that Csr is isomorphic 
to PSL(2, q) where q = 3 or 5 (mod 8). 
The proof of Theorem 1 is by induction. As a consequence, it is easily 
shown that Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 3 (cf. Proposition 9). 
THEOREM 3. Let 8 be a simple group with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups 
whose proper subgroups satisfy conditions (i), (ii), or (iii) of Theorem 1. Then 6 
is isomorphic to PSL(2, q), q odd, q ;z 5, OY to A, . 
This paper is divided into three parts. Part I contains many preliminary 
technical results concerning the structure and representations of finite groups 
satisfying conditions (i) or (ii) of Theorem 1. These groups are called 
D-groups. Many of the results in Sections 2 and 3 are quite technical and 
used only in certain specific arguments in the later parts. Other results 
about these groups are used quite frequently. In particular, the results of 
Section 1, Lemma 2.1, parts (i) through (viii) of Lemma 3.1, parts (i) through 
(vii) and part (ix) of Lemma 3.2, and parts (i) through (v) of Lemma 3.3 
should be studied. In Section 2, the character theory developed in [Z4] is 
extended to obtain results which we apply in Part III to eliminate certain 
cases. Also this character theory is used to establish Proposition 2, which 
plays an important role in Part II. The object of Section 4 is to establish 
the conditions of the theorems given in an earlier paper [1.5]. These 
results are essential for the arguments of Part II. In Section 5, the proof of 
Theorem 1 is reduced to the proof of Theorem 3. From that point on, we 
deal with a simple group @? satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3. The 
analysis of such a group is based on a classification of the odd primes dividing 
the order of the centralizer C(T) of some involution 7’. Since all involutions 
of 6 are conjugate, this classification is independent of the choice of T. Also 
it is shown that C( 7’) has a normal 2-complement U. Thus if n(U) denotes the 
set of primes dividing the order of U, n(U) is d ecomposed into four mutually 
disjoint subsets o1 , 02, o3 , and crl as follows. 
Let ‘$I be an S,-subgroup of U. Then 
(1) p E ol , z. q is an S,-subgroup of O(N(Q)) and N((Q) possesses a normal 
2-complement .
(2) p E g2 , ;f ‘p is an &-subgroup of O(N(p)) and N(Q) does not possess 
a normal 2-complement. 
(3) p E o3 , ;f !$I is cyclic and ?3 is not an S,-subgroup of O(N(Q)). 
(4) p E o4 , ;f !@ is noncyclic and ?, is not an S,-subgroup of O(N( ‘$3)). 
The distinction between the sets (TV and (Jo is made for technical reasons. 
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The proof of Theorem 3 is obtained by showing first the set o’4 is empty and 
then the set (~a is empty in Part II. In Part III, it is shown that if p E uz , 
then p = 3 and the conditions by which Suzuki [22] characterized A, are 
obtained. If p E ,(~r , then the conditions by which Brauer, Suzuki, and Wall [7j 
characterized the groups PSL(2, q) are obtained. 
In Part II when aa u o4 is nonempty, it is shown that 0 contains a proper 
subgroup & having no normal subgroups of index 2 and containing C(T), 
which contradicts Proposition 2. The construction of such a group as .sj is 
based on the results of Gorenstein and Walter [Z5], which in turn are based 
on Chapter IV of the very important paper [II] of Feit and Thompson. The 
application of [15] is not straightforward because not all the results of [2.5] 
hold for primes p for which 0 contains D-subgroups R such that R/O(R) 
is isomorphic to PSL(2, p”), 71 > 1. In order to handle this problem, certain 
of the results of [15] are extended. This is done principally by using maximal 
p-subgroups left invariant by the four subgroups of 6 rather than Sylow 
p-subgroups in the arguments. 
In Part III, the structure of the centralizer C(T) is analyzed under the 
assumptions that oa and uq are empty. In Section 11, the structure is reduced 
to four principal cases. The last three of these cases are eliminated using 
character-theoretic and arithmetical arguments in Sections 12, 13, and 14. 
In Section 14, conditions on C(T) which characterize PSL(2, q), or A, are 
obtained. 
The notation in this paper is identical with that used in [1.5] and is derived 
from [II]. As in [U], we differ from [II] in the definition of the subgroup 
O,,($) of a group $. Here O,(a) designates the maximal normalp’-subgroup 
of the maximal normal solvable subgroup S(a) of 5. The definition of 
0 .,,,,,($j), etc., is also modified in an entirely similar way (Cf. Definition 1 
of [Z5]). 
Finally we should like to point out that Feit and Thompson’s result on 
the solvability of groups of odd order is used implicitly throughout the 
paper, primarily in the assertion that O(5) c S(b) for any group 5. 
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PART I 
PROPERTIES OF FINITE GROUPS CONTAINING DIHEDRAL 
SYLOW 2-SUBGROUPS 
1. GROUPS ADMITTING ~-GROUPS OF AUTOMORPHISMS 
LEMMA 1.1. Let Z?J be a group of odd order admitting an automorphism T 
of order 2. Then 5 = &&’ = &‘$jio , where &, = C5(T) and Jjl’ is the subset 
of $ consisting of the elements of sj inverted by T. Furthermore, 
(i) If X E: $j and YE Sjl’ and both X and Xy lie in $jO or in &‘, then 
x=xy. 
(ii) &’ is a subgroup if and only if it is a normal set. 
Proof. The existence of the decomposition of 5 is proved in [Z3]. The 
proof of (i) follows directly from the equality (X’)‘-’ = (X’)‘. Now (i) im- 
plies that if & is a normal subset, then [+i’, $,‘I ~- 1 and &’ is a subgroup. 
Conversely, if $i’ is a subgroup, +$1’81 = $‘. Since $ifBo = & always 
holds, .&‘a = &‘, and (ii) is proved. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let 5 be a group of odd order acted on by a fourgroup 2. 
Let Ti, i = 1, 2, 3 be the involutions of %, let $jsj, =C,(T,), i ::= 1, 2, 3, and 
let Jj,, = C,(Z). Then 
6) I -5 I I -I% I2 = I 5% I / -% I I -% / 
Further, +$ admits the factorizations 
(ii) -5 = -5123253 = +5051’+52’~sj3‘, 
where &’ denote the subset of $ji inverted by Tj , j # i. 
(iii) Let R be a Z-invariant normal subgroup and 5 = Sjsjj%. Then Z acts 
--- 
on sj, and 5 = Jj,&$jsj, = .Q&‘&‘~3’ are the factorizations of 5 where & 
and &’ are the images of & and .&’ in 5, respectively. 
The first assertion is proved in [24], and the remaining are proved in [14]. 
As in [14], we call (ii) the Z-decompositions of 5. 
LEMMA 1.3. If Jj is of prime power order in Lemma 1.2 and if $3 S& , 
then C,.f(3j1) f 1 for i = 2 or 3. 
Proof: If .sj* = Nb(&), then $* 3 $ji . Since $* is x-invariant, 4j* 
possesses a T-decomposition, and it follows that sj* n &’ # 1 for i = 2 or 3. 
Since T, fixes Jj, and inverts $ji’, i = 2 or 3, it follows from Lemma 1.1 that 
$* n & centralizes 5, , proving the lemma. 
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LEMMA 1.4. Let .$I be a group of odd order acted on by a 2-group 2. Then 
(i) Z normalizes an SD-subgroup of 4j for any set of primes u in n(a). 
(ii) Any 2-invariant o-subgroup of 5 is contained in a X-invariant S,-sub- 
group of -5. 
(iii) Any two l-invariant S,-subgroups of 5 are conjugate by an element 
of c&Q 
(iv) If 52 is a Z-invariant normal subgroup of 5, thenC51R(Z) = X&)/R . 
Since groups of odd order are solvable, the semidirect product of 5 and 2 
is solvable. The first two assertions now follow from known properties of 
solvable groups. Proofs of (iii) and (iv) are given in [24]. 
A dihedral 2-group of order 2a+1 > 4 is a group 
6 = (A, B ) A2a = B2 = (AB)2 = 1). 
Of course, when a = 1, G is a four group. Set 9I = (A) and D = (A2). 
Then D is the commutator subgroup of G and % is a maximal cyclic sub- 
group, which is unique if a > 1. When a > 1, Z( 6) is generated by the 
involution TI = AZap’. When a > 1, 6 has two classes of conjugate four 
subgroups represented by 2, = (TI , B) and 2, = ( TI , AB). When 
a = 1, these subgroups coincide. In order to establish a convenient notation, 
we set 6 = 2, and ignore 2, in this case. The normal subgroups of 6 are I . . 
either contained in ‘u or are one of the two subgroups 6, = (B, 3) or 
6, = (AB, 3) of index 2. For any four subgroup 2, C,(Z) = Z and 
N&E) is the dihedral subgroup (2, AZ’-‘) of order 8 when a 3 2 or 
N&Z) = Z when a = 1. All subgroups of 6 are cyclic or dihedral. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let 5 be a group of odd order normalized by a dihedral 
t-group 6. Let T, be an involution of Z(S), and suppose that T, E C,(B). 
Let ‘u be the maximal cyclic subgroup of 6 containing TI . Let 3 be the subset 
of & inverted by the elements of 6 - ‘X Let Si , i = 0, 1, be the subset of $j 
inverted by the involutions of Zi - (T,). Then 
(i) 3 = .& n S1 , 
(3 C%(C) = c&J n qjw, 
(iii) C,(Z) = C,( 6) 3, 
(iv) 3j =Cg(Zi)&, i=O, 1. 
Proof. (i) If 1 G 1 = 4, 3 = 3,-, and there is nothing to prove. So assume 
that 1 G 1 > 4. Then we have seen that there exists involutions T E 2, - ( TI) 
and T’ E 2, - ( TI) such that B = (A) where A = TT’. Since 3,, is inverted 
by T and 3r is inverted by T’, .3,, n 3, c C&X). But then if B E 6 - ?I, 
B = TA’ where A’ E ‘I[. Hence B inverts Z$, n 3i . Thus 3, n Z$ c 3. 
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Clearly 3 5 3, n 3, . Hence (i) follows. 
(ii) Since 6 = (?a , z,), (ii) is evident. 
(iii) Since ‘u <i G, C,(X) is ‘s-invariant. Thus G/% acts on C&X). But 
/ S/Z ; = 2. Hence if si C,(%), Lemma 1.1 implies that Ji 1:: C,(6/%) Z$, 
where 3, is the subset of R-inverted by the coset BA where B E 6 -2I. 
Since 3 -= 3, n 3, C C,(Z), (iii) follows. 
(iv) Since $ C Cg(7’,), Xi/( 7;) acts on $J and has order 2. Then (iv) fol- 
lows from Lemma 1.1. 
2. GROUPS WITH DIHEDRAL S&~UBGROUPS. CHARACTER THEORY 
In this section the consequences of Grun’s theorem for groups containing 
dihedral Y,-subgroups are given. Then we present the character theory for 
groups with dihedral &subgroups and no normal subgroups of index 2. 
This theory is an extension of that given in Part III of [14] for the same class 
of groups. It is necessary and convenient to repeat a certain part of the 
description of the exceptional characters of these groups given in [14]. 
Occasionally we will refer to specific formulas and calculations of [14]. 
For this reason, the notation of [14] will be followed here as closely as possible. 
In particular, formulas, Propositions, etc., of [/4] will be indicated by adding 
the letter A; viz. (51A). 
Now let the dihedral group 6 of order 2 a I+’ described in the preceding 
section be an S,-subgroup of a group 6. Let X be a four subgroup of 6. 
Then N(X)/C(T) is a subgroup of the symmetric group on 3 letters. It v-ill 
be convenient to introduce the term C’(r) to denote the inverse image in 
N(X) of the set of elements of order 1 or 2 in N(X)C(X). Clearly C’(1) is a 
subgroup if and only if N(Z) = C’(Z), in which case 1 N(I)C(Z) ~ < 2. If 
N(Z) 3 C’(Z), then there exists a 3-element R in N(Z) which permutes the 
involutions T, , Te , T, of 1 cyclically. Furthermore, if N(Z) 1 C’(Z) 3 C(Z), 
then there exists a 2-element in C’(Z) which centralizes T, for each i -= 1, 2, 3 
and interchanges the involutions of % - (T,). 
The following lemma is established in [14], using Grun’s theorem. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 6 be a group with dihedral &-subgroup 6 and let %,, , 2, 
be representatives of the classes of conjugate four groups in 6. Then one of the 
following holds : 
(i) 6 possesses no normal subgroups of index 2. Then all involutions in 6 
are conjugate, N(Z,,) 3C’(Z,), and if 1 G 1 > 4, N(5,) r>C’(Z,). 
(ii) 6 possesses a normal subgroup of index 2, but no normal subgroup of 
index 4. Then j 6 1 > 4 and N(Z,) 3 C’(ZJ f or exactly one value of i = 0 or 1. 
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(iii) 6 possesses a normal subgroup of index 4. Then 8 possesses a normal 
2-complement. 
If T, is an involution in Z(S) and if 5 = C(T,), then clearly 
N,@i) = C,‘&) 
for both i = 0 and 1. We, therefore, obtain the following corollary. 
LEMMA 2.2. If 8 is a group with a dihedral &-subgroup and zf TI is an 
involution in Z( 6), then C( TJ possesses a normal 2-complement. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let 6 contain a normal subgroup 6, of index 2 but none of 
index 4. Then 8, contains no normal subgroups of index 2. 
Proof. Let 6i be the smallest normal subgroup of 6&, such that B,/(Iji 
is a 2-group. Then 6, char 6,. Hence 6, 4 @, and @i/Q1 is a 2-group. 
By hypothesis, 6, = 6, , and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let 8 be a group with a dihedral S,-subgroup 6. Then two 
four subgroups of 6 are conjugate in 0 only if they are conjugate in 6. 
Proof. We may suppose that 1 G 1 > 4. Consider the case that 0 has a 
normal 2-complement U. Then S/U and thus 0 have at least two classes of 
conjugate four groups. This implies that nonconjugate four subgroups of 
6 remain nonconjugate in 6, which gives the lemma in this case. 
Now let Z and 2’ be four subgroups of 6 such that YG = Z for some 
G E 6. We may suppose that Z # 2’. Let TI E Z n Z’ = Z(S). Then 
T,” E 2. If TIG = TI , then G E 4, = C(T,). But 5 has a normal 2-comple- 
ment by Lemma 2.2. Thus in this case the result follows from the previous 
paragraph. Thus we may assume that TIC # T, and that 6 does not have a 
normal 2-complement. Then if 6 does not contain a normal subgroup of 
index 2, N(Z) IC’(Z). If 6 has a normal subgroup 6, of index 2, 
then Z E E,, as TI E Z(G) E [G, 61 s 6, and Z = (T, , TIG). 
But by Lemma 2.3, 8, has no normal subgroups of index 2. Hence 
N,“(Z) XC&0(Z). Thus there exists R E N(Z) such that TIGR = TI . Repla- 
cing G by GR, we obtain a reduction to the case treated previously. Hence 
the lemma follows. 
Let now TI be an involution in Z(G) as in Lemma 2.2. Then C(T,) = GU, 
where U is a normal complement of 6. Hence U satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma 1.5. We shall adopt the following notation to denote the subgroups 
of U. We set E = C&(S) and (Ei = C&J, i = 0, 1, so that by Lemma 1.5 
(ii) (F = $, n @, . We define 3, 3, and & as in Lemma 1.5 so that U = E& 
and 3 = & n 3, . 
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We set 
and 
understanding that e, = 1 when / 6 / = 4 and E1 is not defined. Also we 
shall set / G / = 2a+1. When 6 contains but one class of involutions, these 
numbers are invariants of 6 as they are independent of the involution T, 
used to define them. 
Now we turn to the character theory of a group 6 containing 6 as an 
S,-subgroup. Furthermore, we assume that 6 contains no subgroup of 
index 2. Let 2, = ‘ZIU ~ U. Then it is easy to see that the centralizer of 
every element of D is contained in Jj = C(1’,) and two elements of a are 
conjugate in 8 only if they are conjugate in Ij. Thus we may apply the theory 
of exceptional characters to 0 following Suzuki [22, 231. Let .D” be the set 
of elements of 8 which are conjugate to elements of 3. Let .,5Ycs and -dB 
be the complex vector spaces of complex valued class functions of 6 and 5, 
respectively. Let &‘$(a) and .,&,&DD”) be the subspaces of .&!b and &?‘@ 
consisting of those class functions which vanish on $ ~ ‘D and 6 ~ B@‘, 
respectively. If [ E J?‘~ , designate by [* the class function in An, induced 
by 6. Let Ati(’ denote the subspace of J’m consisting of those functions 
induced by elements of A,-,(%). 
The principal results about the elements of ./Z,(a) are the following. If 
X E D, then for E E -dB(D) 
t*(x) = E(x). (2.1) 
Set 
where t and 7 are in A5 or As , respectively, and h = 1 9 1 and g = / 6 1 . 
If [ and q are in As(a), then 
<ET 17)s = cc?*> rl*hi . (2.3) 
The dimension of .A’,(%) is the number of classes of .$ that can be formed 
from the elements of a (see Theorem 2 of [23]). If 7 E Ati , then 17(X) = 0 
for all X E D if and only if (6, T)~ = 0 for all 6 E Ah(D). (Cf. Theorem 3 
of [23]). 
Let 9 be a 2-block of .$ and g a 2-block of 8. Designate by A,(%, %?) and 
JZ& a’, B) the subspaces of A$(%) and kQ( a’), respectively, which consist 
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of class functions which are linear combinations of irreducible characters in 
a or g-. Let 9? -+ S?6 denote the Brauer correspondence of the 2-blocks of sj 
into the 2-blocks of 8. If we can find a basis of AS(B) consisting of general- 
ized characters belonging to the subspaces AS(X), 93), where S? ranges over 
all 2-blocks of 8, then it follows2 from Proposition 25 of [Z4] that each 
.A,(@, 9) is generated by the subspaces ~%?,(a, g)* consisting of class 
functions induced from elements of the subspaces A5(3, 99) with 9’ = g. 
Making use of this result, we shall be able to express certain of the elements 
of -4, in terms of the irreducible characters of 6. This will enable us to 
compute the values of certain irreducible characters of 6 on the set ‘I). With 
this information, we can compute the various formulas for g = 1 8 1 , which 
is the principal object of this section. 
To describe a basis for A,(a), we first describe the characters of 5 
following the general theory of Clifford [a], w ic we will use without further h h 
reference. Let l’, 2’, ..., r’ be the orbits of the irreducible characters of U 
under the action of sj. Choose pi in i’, and let ‘ui and Gi be the intersection 
of the stability group of pi with 9l and 6, respectively. Now pi induces a 
character of Y&U which is the sum of 1 ‘ui / irreducible characters each of 
degree pi(l). Each of these characters is obtained from a given one by a 
multiplication with a linear character of ‘u$ whose kernel contains U. Let I’ 
be an irreducible matrix representation corrresponding to one of these charac- 
ters, and let r, be its restriction to U. Now r and r, may be taken with 
coefficients in the fields 9,91iu, and 3’ ,u, of 1 %,LI ]th and ) U /th roots of unity, 
respectively. If A E Xi then r, and r(A)-’ r,r(A) are similar representa- 
tions over Slu, . Consequently, r(A) = (~1,~,,,) M where y is an I Ai jth 
root of unity, I, ,t1j is the identity matrix, and M is a matrix with coefficients 
in 9, u, . From this it follows that at least one of the irreducible characters of 
9&U induced by pi lies in & . We shall designate pi’ to be such a character. 
Then the irreducible characters of %$I induced by pi are of the form hpCLi 
where h is a linear character of ‘u&I whose kernel contains U. 
Designate by p and [# the generalized characters of 2lU and 5 = GLI, 
respectively, which are induced by a generalized character 6 of some sub- 
group. In particular, from [S] it follows that the irreducible characters of 
‘UU are of the form (Xp’)T where p is an irreducible character of U; and the 
number of these characters, of course, is the number of classes of BU. The 
restriction of each of these characters to U is a sum of the conjugates of p, 
each appearing with the same multiplicity. Now the group 2l can be consi- 
dered as acting on both the rows and the columns of the character table of U 
* Proposition 25 of [14] is valid only if the modules &sj( D) are interpreted as vector 
spaces of class functions not as modules of generalized characters. With this in mind, 
the proof given in [14] is sufficient. 
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by means of permutation matrices. Since the character table determines a 
nonsingular matrix, the two representations of 3 that are obtained are similar 
and thus contain the identity representation the same number of times. It is 
well-known that this implies that the corresponding permutation groups 
have the same number of orbits. But the number of orbits of characters under 
the action of X was seen to be the number of distinct irreducible characters 
of the form P’~, and the number of orbits of classes of U is the number of 
classes of ‘WI contained in 11. Hence the number of characters of the form 
(h~‘)~ - t~‘~ is equal to the number of classes of ‘UU contained in T! = %U -~- U. 
But this is also the dimension of the vector space ~4’,~t~t(~D) of class functions 
of ‘W vanishing on U = PIU ~ 33. Since the generalized characters of the 
form ($I)’ ~ CL” form a linearly independent subset of A’,&%), they form a 
basis of Aorn(D). 
Now let r be the matrix (l,(Ra))where 5, runs through the basis of A&D,) 
consisting of elements of the form (Xp’)’ - pcL17 and 52, the classes of ‘UU 
contained in a. Then l’ is nonsingular. The group sj -= 6U acts as a permu- 
tation group on both the sets {&I and {!$}. Hence $J acts as a permutation 
group on both the rows and columns of r. As before, the number of orbits 
of sj on the set {la} is th e number of orbits of $ on the set (52,) and hence is 
the number of classes of $3 contained in 3. By [23], this is the dimension 
of &W. 
The elements of ,&,(a) vanish on 5j ~ 2IU. Hence, <,# E y&5(%) for each 
basis element [, of A!\jur( a). Suppose 5, =y= X,P,‘~ - pz’” and <a = X,P,‘~ ~ pLp’r. 
Then it is clear that {, and i$ are in the same orbit of $ if and only if both 
the pair pLIIT and ptilr and the pair (hl~,JT and (X,P~‘)~ are in the same orbit. 
Thus <,# -:; i$# if and only if 5, and (a are in the same orbit of sj. Hence the 
number of elements of I e%$(%) of the form <,# is the dimension of C.&,,(Z). 
But these elements are linearly indendent since their restrictions to XU are 
sums of basis elements [, in the same orbit. Hence the generalized characters 
<(A, p) x (A$)# -- A$# 
induced from the basis elements (hp’)” ~ CL’” of A,,,( 3) form a basis of “,d5( a). 
The distinct characters of the form [(A, pi) are thus given by [(A, pI) where X 
ranges over the nonprincipal linear characters of &U whose kernels contain 
U for each i = 1, 2, ..., r. For given i, the restriction of the irreducible com- 
ponents of <(A, pi) to U are sums of the elements of i’, each taken with the 
same multiplicity. 
We wish to study the form of the generalized characters <(A, pz). Suppose 
first that G& 3 ‘u&l. Let ci be the linear character of ‘2lJI whose kernel is 
the subgroup %& of index 2 in Y&U. Then the stability group of pLi’ is G&I 
if and only if X = 1 or ci . This follows from considering the values A(&) 
and X(&r) where !II~ = (Ai) and T is an involution of Gi such that AiT = At-l. 
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Of course, 2&U is the stability group of hpi’ if h # 1 or ci . Let & = lGi be 
the principal character of 6&l. Let $ri be the character of G$ whose values 
are 1 and - 1 on %JI and G& - ‘zl$, respectively. Let +ai and $ai be the 
remaining two linear characters of 6& whose kernels contain bJ. Then if 
E& is the stability group of pi , pi and cipi’ both induce to the sum of two 
irreducible characters of G& If pi” is one of the irreducible characters 
obtained from pi‘, we obtain that Pi’ induces &L~” + +ripi” and that E~~Q’ 
induces $a+~~” + &pi” on G&l. But then pcLi’ - E+Q’ induces the generalized 
character O(pi) = [(ei , pi) which has the form 
%i) = (dOiPi”)# + (CliPi”)# - (bZicLi”)# - (C3iPi”F* (2.4) 
Using the definition of an induced character, it may be seen that on the 
normal subgroup ‘ZU of 6U, the components (&pLi”)# agree with &pi”#. 
This observation will be useful in the subsequent computations. 
Also if G&I 3 ‘u&l, then pi’ - hpi’, h # la< or Q, induces the generalized 
character ~(h, pi), which is the linear combination of three irreducible 
characters 
7(A Pi) = (h&%“)# + (+liPi”)# - (Gi’)#. (2.5) 
The characters of the form 7(X, pi) exist if and only if 1 Bi ) > 4 and 1 Gil > 8. 
In the case that ‘u& = G& is the stability group of pi , both pi’ and hpi’ 
induce irreducible characters of GU. Consequently, x(h, pi) = ((A, pi) is 
given by 
n(A, pi) = #ui’# - (A/.Q’)#. (2.6) 
The characters of the form (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) form a basis for AS(%). 
We shall pay special attention to those generalized characters which are 
derived from a linear character pi whose stability group is I, = 6U. In this 
case i’ contains but one character pi . Because pi is linear, [G, U/ker ~~1 = 1. 
Hence pLi may be extended to a linear character vi = pi” of & = GU with G 
in its kernel. With this convention, (2.4) and (2.5) will be replaced by 
hi = k4l + 41 - cz - 43) vi (2.7) 
7vjh) = (Al + 41) “i - (44’)# (2.8) 
where 1 = A, = hOi , A = hi , A = Ai , and $a = +si are the linear charac- 
ters of sj whose kernel contains U. The characters 7”<(h) exist only if / 6.1 > 4. 
We next discuss the 2-block structure of .sj. Let oi denote the sum of the 
irreducible characters in an orbit i’. Let P8i denote the set of all irreducible 
characters of 5 whose restrictions to U are a multiple of ui . Then B’i consists 
of the irreducible characters which are the components of the generalized 
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characters <(h, pi) on the one hand. On the other hand, they determine a 
central character wr of the group algebra of Jj defined for X in (li by 
Since U is the set of 2-regular elements of $, the gi , i = 1,2, ..., Y, are 
precisely the 2-blocks of irreducible characters of sj (cf. (6F) of [2]). Thus the 
generalized characters $4, pi) belong to the subspaces J&‘,(%, gi). Since the 
set of all generalized characters of the form <(X, p.), i = 1, 2, ..., Y, form a 
basis for A,(%), for each i = I, 2, ..., Y, the subsets of characters {(X, pi) 
form a basis for d,(D, 9~?~). In particular 
The block gi thus consists of those irreducible characters of sj which are 
constitutents of those characters that are induced from any character in the 
orbit i’. Occasionally, it will be convenient to denote by g(p) the 2-block 
gAi of 3 when p is in the orbit i’. Also when it is appropriate, we shall also 
write 0(p) for 0(,,), Bv for 0~~ , etc. This makes sense since we may always 
take pi to be any element of the orbit i’. 
We shall be principally concerned with those blocks 93 of 5 for which @’ 
has maximal defect. Associated to each block 9? of $J is a defect group which 
is determined up to conjugacy. Brauer (see (2B) of [3]) shows that if Z is a 
defect group of a block ,9? of $5, then there exists a defect group Z of @’ 
such that 2 2 ?. In particular, if 99 has maximal defect so that % is an 
&-subgroup of $I and hence of ~5, then 5 = Z and 39” has maximal defect. 
It may still happen that % is an Sa-subgroup of Q even though z is not. We 
shall study this phenomenon. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let 6,U be the stability group of an irreducible character 
pi of U in an orbit i’. Then Gi is a defect group of the corresponding 2-block 
LzYsi of 5-j. 
Proof. Let pLi” be an irreducible character of 6$ whose restriction to U 
is pi Then vi = &‘# is an irreducible character of 5 in gi Furthermore, 
the degree of vi divides the degrees of the other constituents of pi . Hence vi 
has height 0 and @i has defect 2ds = 1 G< 1 . It follows from (6B) of [2] that 
there exists an element I/’ E U of defect di such that vi( I’) $ 0 (mod p) where p 
is a prime ideal divisor of 2 in a splitting field for the irreducible representa- 
tions of 5. At this point the argument of Theorem IF of Fong [12] may be 
followed verbatim to obtain the conclusion of his theorem, which implies 
our lemma. 
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Let Z be a defect group of a 2-block of J3. Set Ez = O(C(Z)), ‘113% = X(Z), 
and RX = C(Q). Then (5% and ‘211, are normal subgroups of N(2). Let TV 
be a character of 2BDz of defect 0 in !&/2 whose kernel contains 2. 
Let % be an &-subgroup of the stability group of p in N(Z) which is chosen 
so that % n & is an &-subgroup of the stability group of p in N$(X). We shall 
distinguish two cases in which % = 3 n 5~. The first case is where 2 is not 
a four group; then N(2) = N&) as (Z’i) = Q,( Z(Z)). Hence % = 2 n 5. 
First, if Z is not a four group, then N(Z) = N,(Z) as T, E Q,(Z(Z)). 
Hence % = % n & in this case. The second case is where 2 is a four group 
and NRX(Z) 3 C&(Z). To show that 2 = % n 5, we may clearly suppose 
that 1 6 1 > 4. Then N(Z)/C(Z) is isomorphic to the symmetric group S, 
and N&)/C(Z) is a subgroup of order 2. Let R E NRZ(‘Z) - C&,(Z). Then 
[R, (5-J = 1. Hence R and thus %’ and gR” are in the stability group of p 
in N(Z). But one of %, %R, and 2” ’ 1s in 5. By the choice of 2, it follows 
that % = % n Jj. In particular, in both these cases it follows that the image 
of the stability group of p in Ns(Z)/C(Z) contains an &-subgroup of the 
image of the stability group of p in N(Z)/C(Z). 
LEMMA 2.6. Let 93 be a 2-block of 9 with defect group 2. In the case that Z 
is a four group, assume that N,@) 3 CQZ). Then Z is a defect group of 
Be’. If gil and Bit are 2-blocks of X, with defect group Z such that Hi,@ = giz(li, 
then ail = @‘i . 2 
Proof. As we observed, N&) = N(Z) if z is not a four group. If Z is a 
four group, then I N(Z) : N8(2) I = 3 and N(Z) = (N&E), R) where 
R E N,%(Z) - C;,(Z). Since R is in RX , [R, &] = 1. Hence it follows 
in both cases that the orbits under the action of N%(Z) of the irreducible 
characters of ‘%I&- of defect 0 in %l&& whose kernels contain Z coincide with 
the orbits of these characters under the action of N(Z). Let 1”) 2”, ..., r” be 
the orbits of these characters. We may suppose that these orbits are enumer- 
ated so that I”, 2”, ..., s” contain the characters having stability groups whose 
images in N&)/C(Z) are 2’groups. Then it follows from the discussion pre- 
ceding this lemma that these are also the orbits containing the characters 
having stability groups whose images in N(Z)/C(Z) are 2’-subgroups. Take 
pi E i”, i = 1, 2, ..-, S. According to (12A) of [2] there exists a one-to-one 
correspondence between pi and the 2-blocks of 5 for which Z is a defect 
group, and also there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the pi and 
the 2-blocks of 8 for which Z is a defect group. Let gi be the 2-block of ‘$J& 
to which pi belongs. According to the proof of, e.g., (12A) of [2], the 2-blocks 
of $5 and of 6 corresponding to /Xi are @i” and gd”. By, e.g., (2C) of [.Y], 
(&yJ = d&“. s ince 98 has the form &‘i” for some i, it follows that Z is a 
defect group of @ = dfQ. If 9#$, and gj, are 2-blocks of $ with defect group 
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This proves the lemma. 
The following lemma strengthens the conclusion of (12A) of [2] in a parti- 
cular case. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let 1 6 / < 8. Let 2 be a fouy subgroup of G. Set 
Let R be a subgroup of 8 containing ‘x!3. Set 92 = N,(Z). Let i be an orbit of 
irreducible characters of U/X under the action of ‘R Then if pi E i and C@(/&) 
is the 2-block of V.3 containing pi , the correspondence i - &$QA is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the orbits of irreducible characters of $$%I/% and the 
2-blocks of si with defect groups containing 2. In particular, an S,-subgroup of 
the stability group of fij is a defect group of .@(pi)“. 
Proof. In the case 1 6 1 = 4, this lemma follows directly (12A) of [2]. 
Consequently we consider that j 6 1 = 8. 
Let pi , pz , ..., pt be representatives of the orbits 1, 2, ..., i of irreducible 
characters of U/Z under the action of n. Of course, they may also be con- 
sidered to be characters of ‘1u whose kernels contain Z. Since 1 ‘u3/2 1 is odd, 
the restriction of each irreducible character of %? to @!% is certainly a Brauer 
(modular irreducible) character of ‘m, and all Brauer characters of YI? are 
obtained in this manner. 
Let c!, denote a class of ‘VI, and denote by L, the element of the class algebra 
Z(9& Q*) of \1u which is a sum of the elements of L?, Here J2* is the residue 
class field module a prime ideal divisor p of 2 of a splitting field of the irredu- 
cible representations of YL and of SD. The action of % on ‘2u extends to an 
action on the classes c,l . Enumerate the classes 2s so that ci , & , ..., Qs 
are the representatives of the orbits of the 2-regular classes of m under the 
action of R. Then 5% permutes both the rows and columns of the nonsingular 
matrix r = &(L&) obtained by letting /& run through the Brauer characters 
of YB and 2s the 2-regular classes. Thus there exist two groups of permuta- 
tion matrices which are homomorphic images of %. Since S is nonsingular, 
these groups are similar. Thus they contain the identity representation the 
same number of times. It is well-known that this means that they have the 
same number of transitive constituents. Thus s = t. 
Let R, denote a class of 97 and denote by K, the class sum formed from 
the elements of R, in the class algebra Z(‘%, Q*). Enumerate the classes si, 
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so that R, , R, , *.., R, contain the classes G1 , Ca , *.a, 8, , respectively, Define 
sa = u SQ. 
q3 CR, 
Set J?E to be the sum of the elements of W, in the group algebra of a over Q*. 
This determines an element of Z(93, Q*). Let 3 be the subspace of Z(ZB, sZ*) 
generated by J?r , J& , ..., & . 
Denote by i;* the irreducible character of the group algebra of ‘213 over Q* 
determined from a character p by taking its values modulo n. Then 
$&%) = P*cwci*u) cl t e ermines a linear character of the class algebra 
,Z(%B, a*), and all the linear characters of .Z(!EJ, Q*) are obtained in this way. 
Then we may define for each Brauer character E^; of !I0 a linear function 
J,& on 3 by 
Because conjugate characters in i have the same degree, it follows that they 
determine the same function $p, , which we shall also designate by ~6~ . 
We wish to show that the linear functions & are independent. To do this, 
let Y be the square matrix (I+,&!$)) where ~1~ runs through the Brauer charac- 
ters of $113 and L, the 2-regular classes of %R Since @,*(L&) is nonsingular, 
so is Y. From Y we derive a new matrix Yi in which the columns (t+bfia(L,)) 
are replaced by the sums (Gfia(xj)), j = 1,2, ..., s, of the columns (z,bgm(Ls)) 
where Qa _C Rj . Then det Y1 = det Y + 0. Using Laplace’s expansion 
theorem, we obtain a nonsingular square submatrix Ya = ($PaJ&)) where 
pal indexes exactly s of the rows of Yr . But s = t, and there are only t 
distinct functions among the dGE,-. Since these are the z& , we have 
ul, = (&(&)). Thus the functions $I~ are independent. 
Now according to (2A) of [3], there exist linear characters I,$ of the class 
algebra Z(R, Q*) such that &(K,) = &(&) for all classes RE of % which 
contain elements of m. Let @(pi) be the 2-block of !lB associated with #fii . 
Then by definition, the block di of % associated with & is the block &(/Qm. 
Because of the independence of the characters qi , the blocks di = @(&)n 
are all distinct. Hence there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the 
orbits i and certain of the 2-blocks @< of ‘%. 
Next we wish to show that to each 2-block 4 of %, there corresponds an 
orbit i of conjugate characters of EX . It suffices to show that to each block .@ 
of %, there corresponds a linear function I,$ of 3. If 4 is a block of defect 2, 
whose defect group is necessarily 2, then the existence of this character is a 
consequence of Brauer’s main theorem on blocks (see (10B) of [2]). Hence 
suppose that @ has defect 3. Let $ be the character of Z(%, Q*) associated 
with @. Then by (7D) of [2], we must show that $ vanishes on those class 
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sums K, whose corresponding class contains no elements of ‘10. By @A) of [3], 
$ vanishes on all classes of defect 2. Hence if $(K,) f 0 and J‘\, n ‘11; is 
nonempty, there is an element X E 91 ‘1U whose centralizer contains an 
S,-subgroup G of 3i. But as G is a dihedral group of order 8, 
C(G) = N(6) = 6 x (5. 
But then S = SE where .C E E ~ X and E E (5. As 5 G C(X), 3 E C(S). 
That is, S E Z(G) G I, which is a contradiction. Hence there exists a one-to- 
one correspondence between the orbits i of characters of W/Z and the set 
of 2-blocks of $2 whose defect groups contains 2 such that if &I~) is the 
2-block of Z? containing #&, .gi -- :@pJ” IS the 2-block of 5% corresponding 
to i. 
By virtue of (12A) of [2], if an &-subgroup of the stability group of pi 
is Z:, then ~8~ has defect 2. Since X 4 ‘37, it follows from (9E) of [2] that 2 is 
the defect group of .-A; . So suppose that an &-subgroup of the stability 
group of pi properly contains %. Then it follows from (2F) of [3] that the 
defect group of g’i properly contains %. As ’ ‘E ~~ 8, an &-subgroup of the 
stability group of p, is a defect group of S&f in this case as well. 
Kow to complete the lemma, we observe that by Brauer’s main theorem 
on blocks (see (IOB) of [2]) the correspondence between the 2-blocks !+?i 
of % with defect group Z and the 2-b!ocks of J‘\ with defect group 2 given by 
g’, -&? ;‘I is one-to-one and onto. Hence we consider the 2-blocks of ‘JL 
whose defect group is 6. Ko\v Yi 2 N( 5) ~~~ EC(G) : Y1, Brauer’s 
main theorem now gives one-to-one correspondences 8” ---f .W” and 
8 - .W” between the 2-blocks W of %, whose defect groups are 6 and 
the 2-blocks of ‘31 and A whose defect groups are 6. But then by (2C) of [3], 
(.W”)” =m W”. Hence there exists a one-to-one correspondence between 
the 2-blocks of 91 whose defect groups are G and the 2-blocks of si whose 
defect groups are G given by .gi ---P .gi”. Lsing (2C) of [3] once more, we 
see that the correspondence &) 4 am” is a one-to-one mapping 
between the 2-blocks of ?U and the 2-blocks of R whose defect groups con- 
tain ‘1. Furthermore, it follows that an S,-subgroup of the stability group of 
pi in ‘U is a defect group of @(p,)“. This proves the lemma. 
We shall apply this lemma in the cases where Ji ~ 5 and R -= 8 with 
[ 6 / < 8 in order to study the Brauer correspondence between the 2-blocks 
of 5 and of 8. Therefore, let 7, 2, ... 3 $ be the orbits of the irreducible 
characters of ‘E/X under Ng(2) and let 1, 2, ..‘, 6 be the orbits of the irredu- 
cible characters of ‘%u,/z under N,(Z) = Yt. We shall say that i is associated 
withj if and only if there is a 15 such that i Uj c A. Since Nb(X) G ‘J1, the 
classes of associated orbits partition (7, ..., Cz). 
If I G I = 4, N8(Z) = C,(X). Thus / i 1 =- 1, for i m-7 1, 2, ..., a. On the 
other hand 91/C,(2) has order 3. Hence each orbit & of 91 contains 1 or 3 
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elements. Since Z is the stability group of these elements, Lemma 2.7 implies 
that the 2-blocks of 3 corresponding to these elements and the 2-block of 0 
corresponding to & have 6 = Z as a defect group. 
Consider that j 6 / = 8. Let R < b. Then there is a homomorphism nk 
from % onto a transitive group of permutations of A. By construction, 
C,(Z) c ker (xle). But X/C&Q is isomorphic to the symmetric group S,, 
and N&)/C@) h as order 2. Hence r$X is a homomorph of S, and the 
subgroup rrsNg(Z) has order 1 or 2. Now the possibilities for 1 4 ) are evidently 
1, 2, 3, or 6. 
In the case that 1 ,& / = 1, an S,-subgroup of the stability group of the 
unique character p of & is certainly 6. By Lemma 2.7, G is a defect group 
of the blocks of $ and 8 corresponding to A. In the case that ) x 1 = 2, it 
follows that Z is an &-subgroup of the stability group of both elements of & 
and thus Z is a defect group of the blocks of 5 and 8 corresponding to k 
regarded, respectively, as an orbit under NB(Z) and tmder ?R. In the case 
that 1 h ) = 3, 6 contains exactly 2 elements i, j of (1, 2, ..‘, a}. In this case 
(1 i 1 , /j I} = {1,2}. Thus 6 is an &-subgroup of the stability group of one 
of the elements of L under the action of both N&) and % = N,(Z). An 
&-subgroup of the stability group of the other two elements of & under the 
action of N%(Z) is Z and under the action of % is a conjugate of 6. Hence the 
blocks of 5 corresponding to i and j have G and Z as defect groups while 
the block of 8 corresponding to R has G as a defect group. Finally, if I & 1 = 6, 
& contains 3 orbits of N&) each of which contains two characters. Hence all 
the elements of R have stability group !DJ in this case, and the corresponding 
blocks of $ and (li have Z for a defect group. 
We shall say that two 2-blocks a1 and 59z of 3 are associated if gr” = gae. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let / 6 1 < 8 and let Z be a four subgroup of 6. Let g’i and 
Bj be 2-blocks of Z$ with defect groups containing 2. Then .9Yi and Bj 
are associated zf and only if the corresponding orbits i andj of irreducible charac- 
ters of C,(Z)/% under the action of N5(Z) are associated. 
Let .B be a 2-block of .$ of maximal defect. If I 6 1 = 4, B has 1 or 3 associates 
having Z = G as a defect group. If I 6 1 = 8, S9 has 1 or 2 associates with Z 
as a defect group. If g has 2 associates, the second 2-block has Z as a defect group. 
Proof. Let i and j be orbits of irreducible characters of m/Z = C,(Z)/% 
under N,(z) to which g’i and 9$ , respectively, correspond under the map- 
ping given in Lemma 2.7. Then if pi E i and fij ~j, g’i = &&)a and 
g? = &&)a. Let Ai and Ai b e orbits of irreducible characters of m/z under 
N,(z) containing i and j, respectively. Under the correspondence given in 
Lemma 2.7, Ei and hj correspond to &(/Zi)@’ and @(,&)‘. By (2C) of [3], 
ais = d(fii)“)’ = L4Y(/Li)” and gj” = (&‘(/@)@ = Z&&i,)@. Since the cor- 
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respondence given in Lemma 2.7 is one-to-one, ai and gj are associated if 
and only if & = kj , that is, if and only if i and j are associated. 
The remaining statements of the lemma now follow from the discussion 
preceding this lemma. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let 1 6 / < 8 and let % be a four subgroup of 6. Let p be a 
linear character of U such that its kernel (ker p) is G-invariant and 
[U/ker CL, 21 = 1. Then the 2-bZock g)(p) of .sj has a deject group containing Z 
and corresponds to the orbit of irreducible characters of 0, = 0((m) containing 
the restriction fi of p to C& . 
Proof. The conditions of the lemma imply that p has a stability group 
containing 2. Hence by Lemma 2.5, the defect group of a(p) contains %. Let 
p be the restriction of p to Q, Then @ is an irreducible character of Ez . 
Let @(cc) be the 2-block of ‘?l~ associated with p. We wish to show that 
d?(/i)h = Gyp). 
Let w,, be the central character of 5 which is given by (2.9), and let G, 
be the central character of ‘!D which corresponds to the irreducible character 
of m whose restriction to Ez is p. We wish to relate these two characters. 
Substituting formula (7.4) of [Z] in (2.9) we see that for X E e’2 
w,(X) G &&w (mod PI (2.1 I) 
where the summation is taken over all conjugates Y in %I of X by elements 
of 8. Suppose Y = XH where H E 5. Let 6, be an &-subgroup of C,(X) 
containing %. Then GxH is an &-subgroup of C,(Y). On the other hand, 
C,(Y) contains ‘z. Thus an &-subgroup 6, of C,(Y) containing “; is con- 
jugate to GxH. Hence there exists HI E C,(Y) such that GXHH1 = 6,. Then 
xHH1 is a normal four subgroup of 6 r . Certainly ZHHl == L if / G,I == 4. 
If / 6,I = 8 then G, is an &-subgroup of 6 as j 6 1 < 8 by hypothesis. 
Hence by Lemma 2.4, xHHl = %. Thus HN, is in Nb(Z). But as Y := XHHl, 
we see that the summation in (2.11) may be taken over all conjugates Y 
in e, of X by elements of N,(z). But then this yields immediately that 
where 4, and qfi are the linear characters of the class algebras Z($, sZ*) 
determined by p and F, respectively. From (2.10), it follows that 
&(#J = g(p). This proves the lemma. 
Let A,(%, 3’) and A@(%@, g) be th e vector spaces of class functions 
of Jj and 6, respectively, which vanish outside of D and DQ and which belong 
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to the blocks g and g of 5 and 8. Let d5(D, a)* be the vector space of 
class functions of 8 which are induced from the elements of A$(%, 57). 
The following lemma is now obtained from Proposition 25 of [14] together 
with the preceding results. 
LEMMA 2.10. To every 2-block g of 8 with nontrivial defect group, there 
exists a 2-block .+B of sj with the same defect group such that g = B6. Further- 
more, 
where the summation is taken over all 2-blocks of 5 such that B’ = 8. 
(i) Let 1 6 1 > 4 and set Ri = C(Q i = 0, 1. S’uppose that 
N~i(c*i) Ski(%) 
for i = 0 and 1. Then a 2-block of $5 is associated only to itself. 
(ii) Let 1 6 1 = 4. A 2-block of 5 h a.~ either one or three associates; ;f it 
has three, each of these has maximal defect. 
(iii) Let ) 6 1 = 8. A 2-block .% of $j f o maximal defect has at most three 
associates. If it has more than one associate, the remaining associates have defect 2; 
if there are two of these associates, their defect groups are not conjugate. 
Proof. We have established that AS(D)) = Z &$(a, a#) where the 
summation is taken over all 2-blocks &?i of 8. It follows from (2E) of [3] 
that every 2-block B of (f with nontrivial defect group is of the form 9Y@’ 
where 9? is a 2-block of $ since each 2-block a has a defect group % con- 
tained in 6 and 
C(S) E C(T,) = 5. 
Thus Proposition 25A implies (2.13), and Lemma 2.6 implies (i). 
To establish (ii), observe first that the defect groups of the blocks of Sj 
of defect 1 have order 2. Hence Lemma 2.6 implies that these blocks are 
associated only to themselves. A block of sj of maximal defect has 6 as a 
defect group. Since an associate of such a block cannot have defect 1, Lemma 
2.8 implies that each such block has one or three associates, each having 
maximal defect. 
Let j B 1 = 8. Let @i be a 2-block of $j of maximal defect. Let S& be an 
associate of g1 distinct from 9J1 . Again it follows from Lemma 2.6 that a 
defect group of 9Yz contains a four subgroup, which we may take to be Zi , 
i = 0 or 1. Then by Lemma 2.8, 992 is the only associate of 97i with Zi as a 
defect group. Because of this, (iii) now follows immediately. 
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Because of this lemma, we distinguish three cases by saying first that the 
irreducible character p of II or the corresponding 2-block a(p) is of the 
first kind if g’(p) is associated only with itself. We say that p or g(p) is of the 
second hind if 1 6 1 = 4 and g’(y) has three distinct associates. We say that p 
or g’(p) is of the third kind if j G 1 = 8, a(p) has maximal defect and at 
least two distinct associates. 
These three kinds of characters correspond to the situations arising in 
Propositions 3, 4, and 5. When / 6 1 > 8, we only consider characters and 
blocks of the first kind. When 1 6 1 = 4, a character or block is of the first 
or third kind. When / 6 j : 8, a character p whose stability group is J3 = 6U 
or a block of maximal defect is of the first or third kind. 
LEMMA 2.11. The characters 0(p)* and ~(h, p)* of 6 induced from O(p) 
and ~(h, p), respectively, have the decompositions into irreducible characters: 
where &,, = & 1 and &A = f 1, 
Proof. From (2.4) and (2.5), it follows that 
(Q(P), %a~ = 4, (G), rl@i > P)hj = 2, 
<rlPl T PCL), ?l(& ? t”>b = 2, <??(A > P), $4 , PD5j = 3 (2.16) 
where Xi , i = 1, 2, are distinct characters of flu/U such that 
+h > PL) f rl(h > PI. 
From (2.3), it follows that 
c%)*, ~(P*))~ = 4, (@(CL)*, 44 9 P)“>n, z 2, 
Cd& 9 CL)*, ??P, 7 CL)*>6 = 2, w,, d*, 7)(4 , A*)~ = 3. (2.17) 
Then (2.17) forces O(p)* and ~(h, CL)* to have, respectively, 4 and 3 irredu- 
cible constitutents and to have 2 constitutents in common. From these 
relations it is easy to see that these must be the same constituents for each 
character 7(X, p). 
As in (57A) and (58A), we may take x0,, = 1 and S,,, = 1 when p = 1 
and g(p) is the principal 2-block. Also in this case we preserve the notation 
of [24] writing xi = xi1 , i = 1, 2, 3 and Si = Sir , 1, 2, 3. Set hilL = xi,(l), 
i = 0, 1, 2, 3, y # 1; and, as in [14], fi = xi(l), i = 1, 2, 3. 
Let p be a linear character of U and suppose that .%(p) is a 2-block of 
$I = GU of maximal defect. Then by Lemma 2.5, the stability group of TV 
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in 5 is 5. Hence d5(D, g(p)) is generated by generalized characters e(p) 
and 7(X, p) with decompositions given by (2.7) and (2.8). Suppose additionally 
that p is of the first kind. Then Lemma 2.10 implies that JZ~(D@, g(p)@) 
is generated by e(p)* and ~(h, II)*. By L emma 2.11, these characters have 
the decompositions (2.14) and (2.15). Thus &, v = p”, S,, , and xiP are 
defined by (2.7) and (2.14). 
LEMMA 2.12. Let TV be a linear character of U of the jirst kind such that 
B(p) has maximal defect. For X E 53, 
x,(X) = &M) v(X), i = 0, 1,2, 3. (2.18) 
In particular, ;f 1 6 / = 4, 
Xi,(Tl) = %I 9 i = 0, 1, 2, 3; (2.19) 
and if / 6 1 > 4, 
Xi,(Tl) = si, 9 i=O, 1, 
X&l) = - si, Y i = 2,3. (2.20) 
Proof. As p is of the first kind, Lemma 2.10 implies that 
Jqjm a)* s 4@> I@‘) 
only if g = a(p). This implies that none of the irreducible constituents of 
the generalized characters belonging to the subspaces JZ,@, g)* where 
g # 5?(p) appear as constituents of e(p)* or ~(h, CL)*. Hence xiP Id - aiP&v, 
for i = 0, 1, and xip l-f + S&v, for i = 2,3, may be seen to be orthogonal 
to all the generalized characters of the form &I, CL), which form a basis for 
A$(%), by using the Frobenius reciprocity law as in Lemma 27A. From 
this, (2.18), (2.19), and (2.20) follow. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 6 be a finite group with a dihedral S,-subgroup 6 
and no normal subgroups of index 2. Let 1 6 1 = 2”+l and g = 1 8 I . Then 
g = 23a+2u3e,2e12e fifd3 
(fi + h) (fi + Q (f3 + 63) * 
When / 6 I > 4, we have 
g = 23au3e,el(e, + el)“e $f\+ss$. 
1 1 
(2.22) 
Here fi , fi , and f3 are the degrees of the nonprincipal constituents x1 , xz , and 
x3 of 0,*, and 6, , i = 1, 2, 3, are the numbers Si, appearing in (2.14). 
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Proof. It follows from a result of Brauer (see Theorem 3 of [4a]) that the 
principal 2-block gi of 6 is of the first kind. Hence Lemma 2.12 applies. 
Using (2.19) and (2.20) we may derive (2.21) and (2.22) by exactly the same 
calculation which led to formulas (70R) and (71A). These formulas are iden- 
tical with (2.21) and (2.22). However, in their derivation in [14], we neglected 
to refer to Brauer’s result. We would also like to make following corrections 
on p. 586 of [14] where these formulas are derived: line ~ 16, ~ 2 should 
read 4; line ~ 15,26, should read ~- 26,; and on line 12, - S,jfa . should 
read - 4 8Jf4. 
As we mentioned in [14], these formulas were first established by R. Brauer 
(cf. M). 
LEMMA 2.13. Let 6 be a simple finite group containing a dihedral S,-sub- 
group. Let 0, be a generalized character of Aa(B) determined by the principal 
character of 5 which is of the form (2.7) with v1 m= 1. Let fi be the degree of a 
nonprincipal character xi , i = 1, 2, 3, appearing in the decomposition of 01* 
as in (2.14). Then 
fi = 2 a+% + 6, 
fi = 272s + 1) - 6, (2.23) 
f3 = 2a(2t + 1) - 6, 
where Si = 6, . In particular, if 6 is not isomorphic to PSL(2,5) or PSL(2,7), 
then fey i= 1,2,3, 
fi 3 5. (2.24) 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3 of [4a] that the principal 2-block of ~j 
is of the first kind. Hence (2.18) holds by virtue of Lemma 2.12. Since 
6 G D,, we may evaluate C SEGXi(S). By the orthogonality relations for 
irreducible characters, it follows that this sum is divisible by 1 6 1 = 2a+l. 
From this calculation, (2.23) follows. 
If fi = 3 and 8 is simple, a result of Blichtfeldt (see p. 112 of [I]) implies 
that Q is isomorphic to either PSL(2,5) or PSL(2,7). Since (2.23) implies 
that fi is odd, it follows that (2.24) holds if @J is not isomorphic to either 
PSL(2,5) or PsL(2,7). Hence the lemma follows. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let 6 be a simple finite group containing a dihedral 
&-subgroup 6. Let T, be an involution of Z(G). Assume .$ to be a proper 
subgroup of @I containing C(T,) and having no normal subgroups of index 2. 
Assume that $/O(s) is isomorphic to PSL(2, q), q odd, or to A, . Then 6 is 
isomorphic to PS’L(2,5). In particular, U = 1. 
Proof. We assume that oi is not isomorphic to PSL(2,5). Then in order 
to apply Lemma 2.13, consider the possibility that 8 is isomorphic to 
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PSL(2,7). In this case, C(T,) = 6 and is not contained in a proper subgroup 
with no normal subgroups of index 2. Thus we may also consider that 
0 # PSL(2,7). 
Now by (2.19) forg = 1 0 1 
g = 23Q+2u3e02e,2e*(fl , f2 ,f3) 
where 
(2.25) 
#(fi Yf2 Yf3) = 
fifif3 
(fi + 6,) (f2 + 62) (f3 + 83) - 
(2.26) 
It follows from Lemma 2.13 that fi > 5, i = 1,2, 3. Thus 
?Yfi Tf2 Yf3) 3 ($)” (2.27) 
On the other hand, since $ has no normal subgroups of index 2 and 
contains C(T,), (2.21) also applies to 3 to give for h = 1 Jj 1 
h = 23a+2u2e02e12e~( fi’, f2’, fi) (2.28) 
where 
#(fi’>fi’Yf3’) = 
fl’fi’f3’ 
(fi’ +- 6,‘) (f2’ + 627 (f3’ + 83’) 
(2.29) 
and fi’, i = 1, 2, 3, are the degrees of irreducible characters in the first 
2-block of 8. If 5/O(S) is isomorphic to PSL(2, q), it is known (cf. [18], 
e.g.) that fi’ = q = 2a+1v + E, f2’ = f3’ = (q + e)/2 = 2% + E , where 
E = f 1 and E = q (mod 4). In this case a minimum for #(fi’, f2’, f3’) is 
obtained when $/O(B) is isomorphic to PSL(2,3), whence 
6,’ = - 6,’ z - 6,’ = - 1, fi’ = 3, and f2’ =f3’ = 1. 
Then #(fi’, f2’ , f3’) = 8. When $/O(a) is isomorphic to A,, it is known 
(cf. [22]) that 6,’ = 6,’ = - 6,’ = - 1, fi’ = 15, f2’ = 35, and f3’ = 21. 
In this case #( fi’, f2’, f3’) = 20/21. Hence in all cases 
#(fi’,fi’Tf3’) a $. (2.30) 
But 
I 6 : E, I = g/h = #(fi ,f2 ,fJM(fi’,fi’,f3’) < (9)” ($) = W24. 
Hence since 1 0 : $ I is an integer, I 0 : 8 ) < 5. Since 0 is simple, 0 is 
represented faithfully as a permutation group on the cosets of $ in 0. Thus 0 
is isomorphic to a simple subgroup of the symmetric group S, . The only 
possibility is that 0 is isomorphic to A, , which in turn is isomorphic to 
PSL(2,5). Then C(T,) is a four group and U = 1. From this the proposition 
follows. 
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LEMMA 2.14. Let p be a linear character of U determining a block @L) 
of maximal defect. If p is of the$rst kind 
Proof. Because of Lemma 2.12, we may compute a formula for g = 1 8 / 
using the same computation by which (73A) was derived from (67A), (68A), 
and (69A). In (67A), set [(CL) = 19(p). In (68A), use (2.19) or (2.20). In (69A), 
replace $j(~i) by $j( Ti) V( T,) = +j( Yi) . since h, z p”(l) = 1. Thus we obtain 
Combining (2.32) with (73A), which is equivalent to (2.21), (2.31) 
follows. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that 6 is a simple finite group containing a 
dihedral &-subgroup 6. Let U, be an G-invariant normal subgroup of U such 
that [U, G] c U, . Then there exists no nontrivial linear character p of U of 
the jirst kind whose kernel contains U, . In particular, if 1 6 ~ > 4 and 
NA,(ZI) 1 Ci$(Q, i = 0 and 1, where Ai = C(E,), then U = U, . 
Proof. Suppose first that U f U, and N,,(XJ lCAi(Zi), i = 0, 1, and 
1 6 / > 4. Let p be a nontrivial linear character of U whose kernel contains u,. 
It follows from Lemma 2.10 that p is of the first kind. Thus the second 
statement follows from the first and henceforth we may consider that p is a 
nontrivial linear character of the first kind. The condition that [U, 61 G U, 
implies that $ = 6U is the stability group of p. Then by Lemma 2.5, G is 
a defect group of the 2-block .%(p). H ence by Lemma 2.14, (2.31) holds. 
Using (58A), we obtain 
a = 1 + p + F + $ = (1 + +I (1 + ;-, (1 + 21. (2.33) 
1 2 3 .l 
Because U # U, , Lz # 1 and 8 is not isomorphic to PSL(2,5) or PSL(2,7). 
We wish to show that 
a > 7/10. (2.34) 
Hence we may apply Lemma 2.13 to obtain that fi > 5, i = 1,2, 3. In 
estimating the minimum of the factors 1 -t 8,/f, of (2.33), we may take 
a,=-l,Asa>landf,>5, 
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we obtain from (2.23) 
1 +%>A. 
f3 ’ 5 
(2.35) 
where the minimum values are obtained with a = 1 and r = 2 or a = 2 and 
T = 1 for fi = 7 and with a = 2, s = t = 1 for fi = f3 = 5. By (59A), at 
least one of Si , i = 1,2, 3, is positive. If 6, = 1 and fi = f3 = 5, we obtain 
that fi = 9 from (59A). Hence in this case 01 = (9) (6)” > K. If, say, 
6, = 1 and fi = 7 and f2 = 5, we similarly obtain cy. = (4) (Q) ($&) > Ft. 
In the remaining cases, fi > 7 when Si = - 1, i = 1,2, 3; so 01 > ($)z > K. 
Hence (2.34) is established in all cases. 
By (2.31), we also have 
~++~+~+~~ (2.36) 
OV IU 2P 3/1 
Using (2.36) we shall estimate an upper bound for 01. By virtue of [I], p. 112, 
it follows that & > 4. Because of (2.1), e(p)* (1) = 0. Thus 
So&o,1 + wb + wh, + s323, = 0. (2.37) 
Thus at most three, say S oP , S,, , S,, , of Si, are positive. If h, = h,, = h,, = 4 
and S ,,P = S,, = S,, = 1, (2.37) yields that h,, = 12 and S,, = - 1. In 
this case CY = 8. Otherwise at least one of h, , i = 0, 1,2, is greater than 4 and 
we obtain 01 < i + i + g; that is, in all cases 
7 
ol<a. (2.38) 
Since (2.38) contradicts (2.34), we have established the proposition. 
LEMMA 2.15. Let 1 6 1 = 4 and let p be a linear character of U determining 
a block B’(p) of maximal defect. Let TV be of the second kind and let p be the 
restriction of TV to E. Suppose that the irreducible characters of U corresponding 
to the conjugates of p by elements of N(6) are linear characters. Then the fol- 
lowing formula holds.3 
(2.39) 
where co = f 1. 
Proof. Set .!& = a(p). Because @ is of the second kind, there exists 
two other 2-blocks as and a3 of maximal defect such that glG = 8, = g3’. 
To each of the blocks si is associated a linear character pi of U, i = 2, 3. 
3 We are grateful to R. Brauer, who communicated to us in a letter a formula for g 
corresponding to (2.39) in the case that 1 G 1 = 4. 
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By the hypothesis and Lemma 2.9, it follows that the restriction pi of pi to 0: 
are conjugate linear characters. The subspace .d$(%> Hi) is generated by a 
character of the form &) since the characters of the form 7(X, pi) do not 
exist when ~ 6 ; = 4. 
It follows from Lemma 2.10 that CdG(@, #>5) is generated by @(pi)*, 
i = 1, 2, 3. However by Theorem 1* of [.5], we see that gj’ contains at most 
four irreducible characters. On the other hand, each of the characters @,), 
i = 1, 2, 3 have constituents belonging to different 2-blocks of $. Hence 
(e(,,), B(P~))~ = 0, i + j. By (34A), (&,)*, ti(~~)*)~s = 0, i #j. Designate 
Qi == xi,,, and E< =m S?,,, . Then it follows that 
f4,1)* %@o J- 41 t- %@z it %@3 , 
e(pJ* = l ” 1 EIQ1 ~- EnQ2 qD3 ) 
e(,:,)* =- E(+Do qq E2cD2 ~ E3@, (2.40) 
Set v = vi , i -z 1, 2, 3 when v appears in (2.7) with pi = /L. Then, for 
example, QTo lb -- do(~l -t v2 -1. VJ is orthogonal to the characters 0(& 
by the calculation of Lemma 27A. It is also orthogonal to the characters 
S(k PI, P f /Jz > i := 1, 2, 3, since these characters have constitutents belong- 
ing to different blocks. Hence for X E ‘D, 
@o(W %A@-) MX) I “z(X) t v3@-)) 
@l(X) = PA (4~) + vz(W ~ %(X)) 
@2(X) = ~ E242V) (4X) - “z(X) - ~3VN 
@3(x) =: ~~ E3c$3(x) (VI(X) -- v2(X) -~ v3(X)). (2.41) 
Since p1 , pa , ia are conjugate and vi( 1) :. pi,(l) = 1, we obtain for T E E#, 
@“(Tl) = 3qfkp1) == 3% > fD2(T) == ~ c2+2(T1) =: E2 )
aq Tl) = E1qbl( 1;) == El , c&(T) = E~c$~(TJ = -- c3 (2.42) 
In (67A) set c(p) - : Q,). Again, as in the derivation of (2.31), we sub- 
stitute into (67A), the only difference being that now we use (2.42) instead 
of (2.19) and (2.20). The right member of the resulting equation is identical 
with the right member of (73A), we may equate it with the left member of 
(73A) obtaining 
where we have set hi -:: Q,(l). Also because of (2.1), 0(~,)* (1) = 0; hence 
(2.44) 
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From this it follows that 
•,,h~ = - clhl = - r,h, = E h 3 3' (2.45) 
Hence (2.39) follows from (2.43) and (2.45) since h,, = h, . 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that (li is a simple finite group containing a dihe- 
dral &-subgroup 6 of order 4. Let U,, be an G-invariant normal subgroup of U 
such that [U, G] _C U, and U,, n E is N(G)-invariant. Then U = U, . 
Proof. Suppose that U # U, . Then let p be a nontrivial linear character 
of U whose kernel contains U,, . Because [U, 61 c U, , it follows that sj = 6U 
is the stability group of U. Hence by Lemma 2.5, the block a(p) associated 
with p has maximal defect. If p is of the first kind, then Proposition 2 yields a 
contradiction. 
Hence by Lemma 2.10, p is of the second kind. Let C; be the restriction of p 
to E. Let R E N(G) - C(G). S ince p is linear, so is p. As ker p 2 E n U, , 
which is N(G)-invariant, # and pR2 are also linear characters of % whose 
kernels contain E n 11, . As [U, 61 G Us, U = U,E and U/U, is isomorphic 
to E/E n U,, , there exist linear characters pi = CL, p2 , and p3 whose restric- 
tions to E are j& PR, pR2, respectively. Then by virtue of Lemma 2.9, the 
blocks ZQ), s(&, and g(p3) of $ correspond to the orbits of irreducible 
characters of E under the action of N( S) which contain fi, PR, and pR2, respec- 
tively. Hence by Lemma 2.15, formula (2.39) is valid. 
Set xi = (S,f, + I)/2 in (2.33) to obtain from (2.39) 
8Eo 2% 2x, 2x, 
-=2x,-z&T h Olr 
- - - Eoho, = 2x, ___ 1 ~ 2x, 1 2x3 -___ 1 . 
Xl x2 x3 
(2.46) 
Substituting in (59A), we obtain after simplification 
x1 +x2 +x3 = 1. (2.48) 
Since U # U, , U # 1, and (Ii is not isomorphic to PSL(2,5) or PSL(2,7). 
Hence by Lemma 2.13, fi > 5. Thus 1 x1 1 > 3 or xi = - 2 and 
(2~~ - 1)/2 = 512. From (2.47) it follows that 
Eo = 1. (2.49) 
Because of (2.48), at least one of the numbers xi in (2.47) is positive and at 
least one is negative. Hence at least one of the factors in (2.47) is less than 2 
and at least one is greater than 2. Thus from (2.47) and (2.49) we obtain the 
following inequality. 
3 <2($)2 <hop <2((Q)2 < 13. (2.50) 
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On the other hand, from the orthogonality relation of the irreducible 
characters of 6, we have 
@“(I) -t q @o(T,) --= 0 (mod 4). (2.51) 
T,& 
Hence as DO(T1) = @,,(T*) = @,,(T& 
hJp = @I)( T,) (mod 4) (2.52) 
But from (2.42) and (2.49) we obtain 
@“(T,) = 3E0 = - 1 (mod 4). (2.53) 
Hence 
A,,, = - 1 (mod 4). (2.54) 
Combining (2.50) and (2.54), we obtain that 
h,, = 7 or 11. (2.55) 
Suppose now that x1 > 0, x2 < 0, and xa < 0. We may assume without 
loss that xa < xs . We obtain from (2.47) and (2.49) that 
(2.56) 
If xi = 3, (2.48) implies that x2 =z xQ = I, which is a contradiction. Hence 
x1 3 4, and (2.56) implies that ho,, ,:> 7. Then ha,, = 11. Then 
Hence we obtain 
o<-xx,<--x,<3. (2.58) 
Since xa f - 1 and xa # - 1, we have x2 : xa = --. 2 and x1 = 5 from 
(2.48). Then substituting in (2.47), a contradiction is obtained. 
Suppose now that xi < 0, x2 > 0, and xa > 0. We may assume without 
loss that x2 > x3 . We obtain from (2.47) and (2.49) 
Since x1 < - 2, h,, < 10. Hence h,,, = 7. Then from (2.59) we obtain 
(2.60) 
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Hence 
3 < x3 < x2 < 7. (2.61) 
Because of (2.48), there are six triples (xi , x2, xa) determined by (2.61). 
Substituting into (2.47) with E&Q,, = 7 yields contradictions in all cases. 
Hence by the symmetry of the formula (2.47) in x1 , xa , and xa and because 
of (2.58), we have taken account of all possibilities of choices of signs. Thus 
the proposition follows. 
In the remainder of this section, we treat the linear characters of the third 
kind, which are defined when / 6 / = 8. In particular, let pi be such a 
character whose stability group is 6U. Then &$(a, 9+i)) is generated by 
characters B(p) and 7(X, CL) of the form (2.4) and (2.5). Here h is a character 
of ‘UU whose kernel contains U. Then 0&i)* and r)(A, &* have the decom- 
positions (2.14) and (2.15) respectively. To simplify the notation, we set 
Ei = &, , l A = %A , @i = xip , 4 = -4, 
hi = @i(l), h, = A,(l). (2.62) 
LEMMA 2.16. Let ( 6 ( = 8. Let S? be a 2-block of .sj = Gil of maximal 
defect with exactly two associates 9# = &Y(t+) and g&), both of which corres- 
pond, respectively, to-linear characters p1 and pLz of U. Then we have the following 
formulas 
8g (2 - $1 = 23a+2u3e,,2e12e 
= 23au3e,e,(e, + e,)2 e. 
(2.63) 
Proof. Now 6 is a defect group of a(&. Lemma 2.10 implies that 
g(p2) has defect group Zi , i = 0 or 1. In the notation of (2.62), (2.14) and 
(2.15) become 
e(k)* = ~I+% + & + qq? + Q3 (2.65) 
77(k PI)* = l o + $@I - WI, . (2.66) 
Since the defect group of a(,,) has order 4, JY~( D, g(p2)) * is generated by 
&A,)* where B(p2)* has a decomposition of the form (2.14). We set 
e(p2)* = Q’!lJ~ + E1’!Pl + E2’!P2 + c3’Y3 . (2.67) 
By Lemma 2.10, AG(DG, Be’) is generated by e&r)*, @a)*, and 7(X, ,~r)*. 
The constituents of these generalized characters belong to the 2-block a’, 
and the remaining generalized characters of the form [(A, p)*, where [(A, p) 
is a basis element of A$(ZD), have constituents belonging to the other 2-blocks 
of 0. 
8 
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Now we shall show that Qi)* and @a)* have four constituents in com- 
mon. Let vj , j = 1, 2, be the irreducible character pj” of 5 corresponding 
to pj . Because of Lemma 2.5, the stability group of pi in 5 is $j = SU, and 
the stability group of pLa in 5 is &U. Thus 
Vl(T,) = v,(A) = 1 (2.68) 
v2(T1) = 2; v&4) = 0 (2.69) 
where A E 2l ~ (r[‘,). Here 91 is the maximal cyclic subgroup of 6 containing 
T 1' 
Suppose, say, that !P,, is neither one of the Qi , i = 0, 1, 2, 3, nor/l, Then 
by the Frobenius reciprocity law, Y0 - l ‘va is orthogonal to the elements of 
a basis of J+$(D). Hence for X E D 
ul,(X) z Eo’V2(X). (2.70) 
In particular, from (2.69) 
Y&T,) = 2~“‘. (2.71) 
Let w,, be the central character of 8 derived from Y,, Then as I’, is a 2-ele- 
ment 
(2.72) 
Thus Y,,(l) E 2 (mod 4). But ~a has defect 2 in $. Hence by (6B) of [2], 
there exists X E U such that va(X) $ 0 (mod p) and X has defect 2 in 5. Then 
T,X has defect 2 in Q, and vz(T,X) 7 “a(X) $ 0 (mod p). Thus 
____~_ !@I!a + 0 /6 
%( TIX) =-- , C,( 7;X) ~ ul,( , ) (mod P). (2.73) 
But then by (6B) of [2], Y’a belongs to a block of defect at most 2, which 
yields a contradiction. 
Thus, allowing for the possibility that fl, is a constituent of @a)*, it 
follows that 0(~.,)* and .9(,,)* have at least three common constituents. 
However as 
<%4*> %d*>, = <Q(k), %a$ = 0, 
they have four common constituents. Also 
(I*! T(k Pl)*)m = @(PJ, ?(A Pl)hj = 0. 
Thus we may take the decomposition of 0(~,)* to be 
e&J* = E’(Eo@o - F1tD1) + E”(E‘& - E@J (2.74) 
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where E’ = f 1 and E” = & 1. However, if E’ = - 1, we replace Q0 by 
@r and cI$ by @a in (2.65) and (2.74) with the result that in the new equation 
E’ = 1. Similarly, we may set l s = 1. As before, the Frobenius reciprocity 
law together with (2.4) and (2.5) imply that 
l o@o - (405 + $oPz) 
43 - (4Pl - AP2> 
l 2@2 +(42% +42P2) (2.75) 
63@3 + (43% - 43P2) 
E/l1 - h 
are orthogonal to a basis for JI&D). Let A E ‘u - (Tr). Then &( Tr) = 1, 
i = 0, 1,2, 3, and &,(A) = 4,(A) = - &&4) = - #a(A) = 1. Also 
dol(Tl) = dll(Tl) = - 421(Tl) = - 431(Tl) = 1; M.9 = 0, i = 0, 1,2,3, 
by convention. Finally h(T,) = - 2 and h(A) = 0. Hence we have 
@OVl) = 3% @oW = 60 
@l(Tl> = - El @lW = 9 
@2Vl) = E2 @2(4 = c2 (2.76) 
a3(Tl) = - 3E3 @2W = E3 
Al(T,) = - 2E,j A,(A) = 0. 
Now it follows from (2.65) and (2.74) with E’ = E” = 1 that l o@, + e2di2 
and ~r@r + e303 are in JJ~( D)*. Since these characters vanish on 1, we obtain 
E2 = - E. 
h, = ho 
E3 = - El 
h, = h, . 
(2.77) 
(2.78) 
At this point, we substitute in (67A) first using I$) = 0(& and (2.76), 
(2.77), and (2.78) to obtain (2.63). S econdly, substituting in (67A) with 
{(CL) = &I, p) and using (2.76), we obtain (2.64). This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let 8 be a simple group containing a dihedral S,-subgroup 
6. Let 1 6 1 = 8 and suppose that iZi = & and ) C%i : E j = 3 for i, j = 0, 1, 
i # j. Let U, be an G-invariant normal subgroup of U containing [II, u] such .._ 
that [U, G] U, # U and [U, Zi] G U, . If U, n (Fi is N(Z,)-invariant, then 
g = 2520u3e. (2.79) 
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fn particular, if u # 1 and p is a prime dividing u, then an SD-subgroup of 
C( T,) is not an SD-subgroup of 6. 
Proof. Our first object is to verify the hypothesis of Lemma 2.16. Under 
the assumptions of this proposition, we have that Rj : C(Ej) C(e) con- 
tains 6. But as E1 I A N(?j) = Ylj , C,lj(Ej) 4 ‘31, and C$,(Ej) 1 8~. But 
N(?,)/C(?,) is isomorphic to the symmetric group S, Hence 
C,;,(Ej) C(Z i) Lag 9lj . 
Then 
(51, n ‘Xi) (C(?,)) = N,,,(xJC(I,;) = N(I,). 
Thus Njtj(Xj) lC;,,(Xj). Thus by Lemma 2.6, if Z? is a 2-block of 5 with 
defect group Zj , then .ti is associated only with itself. In particular, it follows 
now from Lemma 2.10 that 2-blocks of the third kind have exactly two 
associates, one of which has defect group S and the other defect group 2, 
To find such a pair of 2-blocks, let pLI be a character of U whose kernel 
contains U, [U, G] U, As II, 2 [U, U] and U, f II, we may further con- 
sider p1 to be a nontrivial linear character. Since [U, 61 s 11, , its stability 
group is $ : Gil. By I,cmma 2.5, the corresponding 2-block I%(& of 5 has 
defect group S. Since 11, 7’ 11, Proposition 3 implies that /“1 is not of the first 
kind. As ) 6 j = 8, it follows that pi is of the third kind. Then by Lemma 
2.10 there exists a second a-block :#(~a) of ,j associated with SQ,). By 
Lemma 2.8, S$?(p,) and .‘?&a) correspond to associated orbits, say, i and2 
of irreducible characters of E:, By Lemma 2.9, we may take ,i& E 1 to be the 
restriction of p1 to $ Its kernel contains Ei n 11, I,et K E N(%,) -- C’(Zi). 
SinceC’(&) 1 NE(Zi), w-e may take@, = F,” E 2. As Ei n U, is N(X,)-invar- 
iant, j& is also linear. As [U, I,] 5 II, , 11 == U,,E? and 11/U, is isomorphic to 
Ei,‘(&$ n U,); thus there exists a linear character pa of U whose restriction to 
di is ,& But then by Lemma 2.9, .#(p,) is associated to s&). Thus by 
Lemma 2.10, @.J mm: +a), and we may set ;~a = p2 Thus there are 
exactly two associated 2-blocks %(pr) and .ti(&, corresponding to linear 
characters of II. By Lemma 2.16, (2.63) and (2.64) hold. 
Our next object is to calculate the degrees h, and h, of Q0 and Q1 First 
by evaluating ZStE Qi(S) = t, , we shall obtain congruences for h, . From 
the orthogonality relations for the characters of G, it follows that tf E 0 
(mod 8). Now 6 has five involutions and two conjugate elements of order 4. 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that the involutions of 6 are conjugate in 8. 
Hence h, + 5@JT,) .~ 2Gi(A) G 0 (mod 8). Then it follows from (2.76) that 
h, ze ~ E,) (mod 8) 
h, = 39 (mod 8). (2.80) 
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It is convenient to set 
x0 = EJZ, and x1 = El/z1 .
It follows from equating (2.21) and (2.63) that 
(2.81) 
where 01 is given in (2.33). Let x = min (1 x,, j , 1 xi I}. By (2.34), 01 > 7/10. 
On the other hand, 
azf3 
( 
.-i--” <8 
X0 Xl ) ( 
(2.83) 
Hence 
x<g<23 
‘7 * 
(2.84) 
Next we shall equate (2.63) and (2.64) in order to obtain an arithmetrical 
relation between x,, and x1 . First, however, we simplify (2.64). Evaluating 
~(h, y,)* at 1, we obtain for hn = A,(l) 
E&n = Eoho + Elhl = x0 + x1 . (2.85) 
Then the left member of (2.64) becomes 
On the other hand the left members of (2.63) is clearly 
8g (y) . 
The quotient of the right members of these equations is 
pa+2U3e02qe %el 
2aau3eoel(e0 + el)2 e = (e, + el)” = a 
(2.86) 
(2.87) 
(2.88) 
since we have that ei = 3 and ej = 1 by hypothesis. Multiplying (2.86) by 3 
and (2.87) by 4 and equating, we obtain 
Simplifying, we have the quadratic equation 
(2.89) 
(15X, + 21X()) (x1 - 5X,) = 0. (2.90) 
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Consider first that 15x, + 21x, = 0. Then since (2.82) implies that 
I/x, - l/x, > 0, x,, > 0 and xi < 0. Thus x0 = x < 23 by (2.84). Hence by 
(2.80) and (2.81), x,, = 7 or 15 since l a = 1 when x,, > 0. Since xi is an 
integer, we have 
xn = 15 and x1 = - 21. 
Substituting in (2.64) and using (2.86), we obtain 
(2.91) 
105 
g = m 26 .I.$ . 3 * 42 - e = 2520 u3e, 
which is (2.79). 
So suppose that xi - 5x, = 0. As l/x, ~ I/x, > 0, xi > x,, > 0. Again 
~a = 1 and x,, = 7 or 15 by (2.80), (2.81), and (2.84). If x0 = 15, then 
xi = 75 and 
a=g 1 ! --c 1 1 32 7 =-(- 
X0 k-1 75 10’ 
(2.93) 
which contradicts (2.34). Hence 
x0 = 7 and x1 = 35. (2.94) 
Then substitution in (2.64) using (2.86) again yields (2.92), and (2.79) is also 
established in this case. 
Finally, observe that 1 C(T,) / = 8 eaeieu = 24eu. Hence the last statement 
of the proposition follows immediately, and the proposition is proved. 
3. D-GROUPS 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be made by induction on the order of 8, 
and consequently it will follow easily that if .?J is a proper subgroup of 8, 
then either $3/O(5) is a 2-group, or $/O(sj) is a suitable normal subgroup 
of the group PE(2, q) of collineations of the projective line coordinatized 
by the field GF(q), 9 odd, or else $/O(6) is isomorphic to the alternating 
group A, . These are the only known groups 5 == $/O(a) possessing dihe- 
dral &-subgroups for which O(G) = 1. 
DEFINITION. A group sj will be called a D-group if(i) sj contains dihedral 
&-subgroups and (ii) $/O(a) is isomorphic to A, or to a subgroup of 
PrL(2,q) containing PSL(2, q), q odd. 
In terms of this definition, Theorem 1 can be restated as follows: iz jkite 
group 8 with dihedral S,-subgroups is either a D-group or possesses a normal 
2-complement. 
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Since the groups PSL(2, q), PGL(2, q), and A, do not have normal 2-com- 
plements, the same holds for every D-group. It follows, therefore, from 
Lemma 2.1 that a D-group 9 always contains a four group Z such that 
Nh(2) 3Cc,‘(Z). In this case, we shall say that .sj is a D-group with respect to 
(the four group) 2. Furthermore, when +$/O($j) contains a normal subgroup 
isomorphic to PSL(2, q), we shall say that 5 has characteristic q. 
The following omnibus lemma contains a large number of the known 
properties of the groups PSL(2, q) and PGL(2, q) which we shall need. In 
general, the reader is referred to Dickson [9] and Dieudonne [IO] for the 
proofs of statements (i) through (vi). 
LEMMA 3.1. Set 9 = PSL(2, q) and 5 = PGL(2, q), where q = p” andp 
is an odd prime. Then the following holds. 
(i) / 5 1 = Qq(q2 - l), ) .sj’ / = q(q2 - I), and .sj is a normal subgroup 
of index 2 in 8’. 
(ii) I, is simple unless q = 3. Thegroups PSL(2,3), PSL(2,5), and PSL(2,9) 
are isomorphic to the alternating groups A, , A, , A, respectively. 
(iii) sj contains but one class of involutions and 5’ contains two classes. The 
maximal subgroups of 5’ which contain a four-group Z and possess a normal 
2-complement are the centralizers of involutions of 5’. In particular, if T and T’ 
are involutions of Jj and $‘-$ respectively, then R = C,(T) and W = C,( T’) 
are dihedralgroups of orders 2(q - 6) and 2(q + 6) respectively, where 6 = f 1 
and 6 3 q (mod 4). Then % n f, and W n 3 are dihedral groups of orders 
q - 6 and q + 6 respectively. R contains an &-subgroup of 5’. 
The subgroups % and ‘W will be called the primary and secondary sub- 
groups of &‘; W n +$ and W n 5 will be called the primary and secondary 
subgroups of 5. 
(iv) There are two conjugate classes of self-centralizing four groups in 5’ 
and there are two such classes in .$? provided that an &-subgroup of $I is not a 
four group. If Z is a four subgroup of fj’, then Nsf(T)/Z is isomorphic to the 
symmetric group S, or S, according as Z $3 or Z c Jj. If G is a dihedral 
subgroup of 8 or J3’ which is not a four-group, then NB( 6) or N,l( 6) is a dihe- 
dral 2-group containing 6 as a subgroup of index at most 2. 
(v) -E, and 5’ contain cyclic Hall subgroups of odd orders (q - S)/2a, where 
2” is the exact power of 2 dividing q - 6. Two such subgroups of the same order 
are conjugate and distinct subgroups have trivial intersection, For each element 
X # 1 of 5 of odd order dividing q f 6, C,“(X) is a primary or secondary 
subgroup .4 
4 CB (X) is defined to be the subgrouo of $j consisting of elements Y such that 
Y-‘XY = x or x-1. 
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(vi) S,-subgroups Q of $I and of 9’ are elementary of order q. Distinct 
S,-subgroups have trivial intersection. The subgroups R = N,(cQ) and 
fi’ = N,(‘@) and their conjugates are the maximal subgroups of $ and $‘, 
respectively, containing YJ! and not containing a four-group. They are Frobenius 
groups of orders 2 q(q - 1) and q(q ~ 1) respectively. The factor groups R;p 
and n’ip are cyclic. 
The S,-subgroups of 5 or 5’ will be called characteristic subgroups. 
(vii) If z is a four subgroup of $,‘, then every element of M,(S) lies in 
O(C,-,(‘;)) for some involution T in T. If r is an odd prime, then any two maximal 
elements of VIBf(%; r) are conjugate by an element of Ns,l(?) and two such maxi- 
mal elements which lie in the centralizer of the same involution of 2 are identical. 
In particular, M,(Z; p) is trivial. If ‘p z’s an S,-subgroup of $‘, then Mb’(q) is 
trivial. 
(viii) The subgroups of $ and 5’ which contain a four subgroup Z for which 
Nb(2) ICJ%) are isomorphic to one of PSL(2,3), PGL(2,3), PSL(2,5), 
PS’L(2, p”), or PGL (2, p”), where n divides m. Furthermore, $ contains PGL 
(2, pn) zfand only if m/n is even. In particular, if $I is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of PGL(2, t), t odd, and q >, 5, then q divides t. 
(ix) Let ‘1, be an S,-subgroup of 5$, Z a four subgroup of $5, and T1 , I’, 
distinct involutions of a. Then 5 = (Z, vi, and ifq > 9, 
5 = <C,(Td,C,tT,)) = (C,(5)> NE(Z)) 
If X is an element of .sj of prime pozcer order r t ;; 1, r odd, there exists a con- 
jugate X’ of X in 5 such that <X, X’) is not an r-group. 
(x) Let si be a subgroup of 5 isomorphic to P,\‘L(2, p”). Let ‘Ji be a subgroup 
of 5 such that 5% n 51 contains a nontrivial element of odd order. If 8 is a charac- 
teristic or secondary subgroup of 5, then % n si is correspondingly a characte- 
ristic or secondary subgroup of fi; and if 5% is a primary subgroup of 5, then 
$32 n $1 is either a primary or secondary subgroup of A. Conversely, rf ‘!RO is a 
characteristic or primary subgroup of Q, then ‘x0 =. 5% n W, where % is corres- 
pondingly a characteristic or primary subgroup of $; and if ‘%,, is a secondary 
subgroup of !A, then \R,, = !]I n si, where !R is eith.er a primary or secondary 
subgroup of $I. Furthermore, zf $31, is a primary subgroup of si and !R is not a 
d-group, then / YI : ‘li, 1 is not a positive power of 2. 
(xi) Suppose that R is a nonsolvable group such that R/O(R) is isomorphic 
to 5j andC,(O(R)) Q O(W). Then si contains a normal subgroup I! such that 
either I? is isomorphic to Jj or 2 is a perfect central extension of PS’L(2,9) by a 
subgroup of order 3, and R = 130(R), w h ere 2 n O(R) = O(L3). In particular, 
the only perfect central extension of PSL (2, q) by a nontrivial group of odd 
order is that of PSL(2,9) by a group of order 3. 
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Statements (i) through (vi) and (viii) follow from the references quoted at 
the introduction of the lemma or from the properties of dihedral groups. 
Statement (vii) follows directly from (ii) and (vi). 
Proof of (ix). It follows from the structure of the maximal subgroups 
of Jj given in (iii) and (vi) that &,, = (2, !JJ) contains a four group 2’ such 
that Na(Z’) lCc$O(Z’). But then (viii) implies that J3s is isomorphic to one 
of PSL(2,3), PGL(2,3), PSL(2,5), or PSL(2,p”). Considering the orders of 
these groups, the first three are possible only if q = 3 or 5, in which case 
.sj, = 9 = PSL(2,3) or PSL(2, 5). In the remaining case, since / ‘$3 1 = q, 
it follows from (vi) that .sj,, is isomorphic to PSL(2, q); hence X, = &, in this 
case also. 
Now let % = <C,(Td, C,(TA) or -% = (C5(Tl), N#)). Again Go 
cannot be contained in one of the maximal subgroups described in (iii) or (vi). 
Hence only the alternatives described in (viii) are possible for $,, . Now the 
assumption that q > 9 implies that / C,(Z,) / > 8. Thus 1 QJZ,) 1 > 8. 
But then (viii) implies that &, is isomorphic to PSL(2, p”). Since 
q-8 
I Gj,(Td I = I C,( Tl) I = 2 , 
it follows from (i) and (iii) that 1 4j, / = 1 .sj / . Thus 5 = $,, in this case. 
The final statement follows directly from the fact that the S,-subgroups 
of .$ are disjoint from their conjugates by (v) and (vi). 
Proof of (x). We first establish the first two parts of (x). Let X be an 
element of odd order in R#. Then X is contained in O(%,J and O(s), where 
%,, and % are both characteristic, primary, or secondary subgroups of R and 
sj respectively. But by (iii) and (vi), 0(&J and O(%) are disjoint from their 
conjugates, and hence are uniquely determined by X. Thus O(!R,,) = 
0( !R) n R. If !R2, and ‘Ji are characteristic subgroups of R and 5 respectively, 
then each has odd order, and consequently !I$, = !R n R. On the other hand, 
if !R,, and ‘% are primary or secondary subgroups of R and Jj respectively, 
then ‘%T$, = C,*(X) and % = C,*(X) are each dihedral groups, and again 
‘!Ri, = ‘% n R. Furthermore, if % is a secondary subgroup of 8, then I % 1 $ 0 
(mod 4) by (iii), and hence I%,, / f 0 (mod 4). Thus %,, is a secondary sub- 
group of R. But now the first two parts of(x) follow at once if either % n R 
or ?R2, contains a nontrivial element of odd order. Since % n R contains such 
an element by hypothesis, it remains to prove the converse in the case that %,, 
is a 2-group. In this case, !Ri, is necessarily a primary subgroup of R, and 
%,, = C,(T) for some involution T in R. But then C$(T) = % is a primary 
subgroup of sj and !?I0 = % n R, completing the proof. 
It remains therefore to prove the final assertion of (x). Suppose then that 
?Ri, is a primary subgroup of R, that % is not a 2-group, and that I % : %,, I = 2c, 
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c > 1. By the preceding argument, 5% is a primary subgroup of 9. Since 
$31, is not a 2-group, it follows from (viii) that R is isomorphic to PS’L(2, p”), 
where n divides m and p”” > 5. Hence by (iii), r = 1 % I p”’ ~ 6 and 
PO = 1 !KH, / :-- p” -~ 6,, , where 6, 8, -= * 1, p’” -I- 6 (mod 4) and p” = 6, 
(mod 4). In particular, if m = 272, then 6 = 1 and 2” = Y/Y,, = p” - 6, $ 0 
(mod 4). Hence p” 7~ 8, = 2 and p” = 3. Thus a primary subgroup of R 
has order 4, which is not the case. Since m ~ n is excluded for the same 
reason, we have m > 272. Hence if F,(X) denotes the cyclotomic polynomial 
of index t, it follows that F,(x) divides (.P ~ S)/(X” 6,) for some integer 
t > 2. But then F,(p) divides 2’, and consequently F,(p) = 2” .a 1. Thus 
F,(p) = 0 (mod 2). But now Theorem 94, statement 1, of Nagell [19] implies 
that 2 divides t. Hence applying statements 1 and 3 of Theorem 95 of [19], 
we conclude that t = 2” and, as t ..> 2, that F,(p) 9 0 (mod 4). Since 
F,(p) = 2”, this yields F,(p) = 2, contrary to the fact that 
Fzt,(p) = p”b-’ m-1 1 :> 2. 
Proof of (xi). Since R/O(R) is simple, Ji=R,O(fi), where .R, ~-= C(O(R)), 
O(R,) .y Z(O(W)) G Z(U,), and R,/O(!$) is simple. 
By a result of Schur on the central extensions of PSL(2,q) [ZO], U, = QO( RI), 
where I! 4 R, and f! is either isomorphic to PSL(2, 9) or to a perfect 
central extension of PSL(2,9) by a group of order 3. Since 2 char 
si, Q W, R = CO(A), and (xi) follows. 
The next lemma lists the properties of A, which we shall need. 
LEhlMA 3.2. (i) A, is a simple group of order 2520 with dihedral S,-sub- 
groups of order 8. 
(ii) The centralizer of every involution of A, has order 24. 
(iii) A, possesses two conjugate classes of four groups, in one of which the 
subgroups are self-centralizing, and in the other the centralizers have order 12. 
(iv) If 6 is a dihedral 2-subgroup of A, , then a maximal element Q of 
M(6) has order 3. If 6 is an &-subgroup of A, , then C&(Q) is a four group, 
C,7(Q)/D is isomorphic to PS’L(2,3), and NA,(D)/D is isomorphic to PGL(2,3). 
(v) An &-subgroup of A, is elementary of order 9 and normalizes but does 
not centralize two distinct four subgroups which together generate A, 7’he 
normalizers of S, and &-subgroups are Frobenius subgroups of orders 22 and 21 
respectively. A, does not have a subgroup of type (p, p, p). 
(vi) If X is an element of A, of prime power order rt > ‘1, r odd, then there 
exists a conjugate X’ of X such that <X, X’) is not an r-group. 
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(vii) A, contains subgroups isomorphic to PSL(2,3), PGL(2,3), PSL(2,5), 
PGL(2,5), PSL(2,7), and PSL(2,9); it does not contain subgroups isomorphic 
to other of the groups PSL(2, q) OY PGL(2, q). Furthermore, none of the groups 
PGL(2, q) contains a subgroup isomorphic to A, . 
(viii) There is but one nontrivial perfect central extension of A, , by a 
group of odd order which is formed with a subgroup of order 3. 
(ix) A, has no outer automorphisms of odd order. 
(x) Suppose that 8 is a group such that R/O(%) is isomorphic to A, and 
G(O(W) $ O(R). Th en R contains a normal subgroup L! which is either 
isomorphic to A, or is a perfect central extension of A, by a subgroup of order 3, 
and R = 20(R), where 2 n O(R) = O(e). 
These results, with the exception of (viii) and (x), are either well known or 
may be verified immediately. The statement (viii) is due to Schur [2Z], and 
statement (x) follows from it in precisely the same way that Lemma 3.1 (xi) 
follows from the corresponding result concerning PSL(2,9). 
The groups PPL(2, p) are the groups of collineations of the projective line 
coordinatized by the field GF(q). Th e are isomorphic to the factor groups y 
of the groups of semilinear transformations of a 2-dimensional vector space 
over GF(q) by the subgroup of scalar transformations. Since the mapping of 
PGL(2, q) into itself which sends a representing matrix A into (A-l)r, 
where t denotes transpose, is an inner automorphism of PGL(2, q), PlTL(2, q) 
is isomorphic to Aut PSL(2, q) and to Aut PGL(2, q). (Cf. [IO].) It is also 
known that PPL(2, q)/PGL(2, q) . is isomorphic to the automorphism group 
of GF(q), and hence is cyclic. Let PQL(2, q) be the normal subgroup of 
PPL(2, q) containing PGL(2, q) such that PQL(2, q)/PGL(2, q) is a 2-com- 
plement in PPL(2, q)/PGL(2, q). Then an S,-subgroup of PQL(2, q) is an 
&-subgroup of PGL(2, q), which is dihedral. Thus this group naturally 
arises in our considerations. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let sj = PSL(2, q), sj’ = PGL(2, q), and $j* = PQL(2, q), 
where q = pm and p is an odd prime. Then the following holds. 
- (i) Let z be a four subgroup of 3’. Then C,*(X) = Z x 5, where 3 is a 
complement to -Jj’ in .sj*. If $J,, is a subgroup of 5 of order k, then R = C,j( s,,) 
is isomorphic to PGL(2, p”), where n = m/k, and 52 contains an &-subgroup 
of -Jj’. 
(ii) Let &, and R be as in (i). Suppose that % is a primary or secondary 
subgroup of $ such that 0( ‘% n R) # 1; then ‘% E Q(&,). If Z is a four subgroup 
of % then m&) E vI,(S,). Lf 8,, h as P rime power order yt > 1, then &, norma- 
lizes, but does not centralize S,I-subgroups of the primary and semndary sub- 
groups of -Jj contained in MB(&). 
(iii) If ‘p is an SD-subgroup of $j, then Q is normalized by some complement 5
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of .$’ in $j*. Let &, & 3. When 1, is regarded as a vector space oz’er the Jield of 
p elements, $3 is the direct sum of &,-invariant groups, each of which affords the 
regular representation of so when regarded as an &-module. Finally if & 1 = k, 
then ! C,(a,) 1 = p”, where n = m/k. 
(iv) If q* is an SD-subgroup of $* containing $4, then $3 is the unique element 
of Y%-. 4 ‘(‘p *) and Q is the only elementary subgroup of its order in ‘q *. Further- 
more, ‘J3* =- p(‘p* n z), where 5 is a complement to s5 in 3”. 
(v) If r is an odd prime and r # p, then the S,-subgroups of $j* are cyclic 
or metacyclic. 
(vi) If $ or 3 is isomorphic to a normal subgroup of a group R having 
dihedral S,-subgroups and satisfying O(R) = 1, then R is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of $*. 
(vii) If X is an element of $* of prime power order rt :,- 1, r odd, then there 
exists a conjugate X’ of X in $j* such that (X, X’) is not an r-group. 
Proof. (i) A complement sr* to GL(2, q) in the groups rL(2, q) of semi- 
linear transformations consists of those semilinear transformations which 
fix a given basis. Thus this group is isomorphic to the Galois group of the 
extension GF(q)jGF(p), which y 1 is c c ic of order m. The image s1 of ;-4i* 
in PrL(2, q) likewise has order m. T4:e may, therefore, choose 3 to be a 2-com- 
plement in TV1 . If the elements of I’L(2, q) are represented by matrices relative 
to this basis, then conjugation by elements of zl is effected by applying the 
corresponding field automorphism to the matrix coefficients. In particular, 
this implies that the centralizer in GL(2, q) of a subgroup &,* of si* of order k 
is GL(2,p’“), where n = m,ik. If k is odd, then (p”’ c)i(p” + c) is 
odd, where E ~~~ + 1, and it follows from Lemma 3.1 (i) that 
1 PGL(2, p,“) : PGL(2, p”) 
is odd. Hence since 5 is odd, this implies that 3 centralizes the &-subgroups 
of 3’ contained in R. Thus, using Sylow’s theorem, it follows that every four 
subgroup 2’ of 5 centralizes a complement to 5 in a*. Since C,,(Z) == x 
by Lemma 3.1 (iv), C,*(Z) = % x @, where X E $‘, and sx is a comple- 
ment to $5’ in $*. This proves (i). 
(ii) By Lemma 3.1 (x), !R,, = % n R is a primary or secondary subgroup 
of R. By (i), si contains an &-subgroup of $‘. But !RO contains an S,-sub- 
group of R if it is a primary subgroup, and hence ‘32, contains an &-subgroup 
6 of ?R in this case. This is equally true if Y$, is a secondary subgroup, for 
then the S,-subgroups of !K and 9+, are four groups. It follows in either case 
from Lemma 3.1 (iii) that ?R = C$j(T) and SO = C,(T) for some involution 
T in 6. Now & CC,*(T) and &, n $5’ = 1. Since 
Yl = 5’ n Q*(T) 4 C,*(T), 
we conclude that % E MB/(&,). 
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Let z be a four subgroup of R. Then by Lemma 3.1 (iii), the elements of 
V&-,(Z) are contained in % = C,=,(T) for some involution T in 2. But 
3s c C,*(2), and hence ‘8 E PI,(&). Thus K$,j(2) c VI&(&). 
Assume next that g,, has prime power order rt > 1. Let Y? be a primary or 
secondary subgroup in M,J(&,), and suppose that !KO = !R n R contains an 
S,j-subgroup of ‘K Then 1 !R : ‘Jz, ( = rs for some integer s 3 0. Further- 
more, if xi, denotes the SD-subgroup of %, then !RP is cyclic, and hence &, 
centralizes &(!J$,). Thus $(!&J c !R,, , and consequently s < t. On the 
other hand, j % 1 = pm + 6 and 1 R0 1 = pn + 6, where 8 = & 1 and 
n = m/rt by Lemma 3.1 (iii) and part (i) of the present lemma. Thus we 
obtain 
pnrt +s - rs 
P” + 8 
with s 5 t, 
which is clearly impossible since p > 3. 
(iii) The elements of q may be represented by cosets of triangular 
matrices from the factor group PGL(2, q). The action of elements of 5 on !J? 
is then given by the action of field automorphisms of GF(q)/GF(p) on the 
additive group of GF(q), which we may identify with ‘p. In particular, we 
obtain a nontrivial representation of the galois group of GF(q)/GF@) on $I 
regarded as a vector space of dimension m over GF@), which we may identify 
with 5. Then if X is a generator of 5, it follows from the normal basis theorem 
for finite fields that there exists a vector P in Fp such that the vectors (P) Xi, 
i==o, 1, . ..) m - 1 form a basis for ‘p over GF@). We conclude that ‘p 
affords the regular representation of 5. Since &, is a subgroup of 3, the 
remainder of (iii) now follows. 
(iv) It follows from (iii) that Sp* = !$(S n CD*). Then an element X 
of !#* n 5 acts on v regarded as a vector space over GF(p) in such a way 
that p is the direct sum of cyclic X-modules on each of which X has minimal 
polynomial (x - I)“‘, where 1 X I = pk. 
S uppose now that 21 E 9?9~V(Fp*) and let X be a generator of 
%‘Q (mod co) that is contained in ‘$I* n 5. Since y2’!jYK2 = 1, the minimal 
polynomial of X on !$I divides (x - 1)2. Hence (x - I)@ divides (x - 1)2, 
where / X / = pk. Since p is odd, we conclude that X = 1, and hence that 
B = $3. 
Now let Q be an elementary subgroup of ‘$ * not in ‘p. If X is an element of E 
not contained in ‘$, it follows from the preceding paragraph that ‘pO = C$(X) 
has order p”, where n = m/p. Since E c p,,(X), I E 1 <pm+‘. On the other 
hand, I ‘p 1 =pm >pn+l, since p is odd. Thus !@ is the only elementary 
subgroup of its order in ‘p*, and (iv) is proved. 
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(v) By Lemma 3.1 (v), the ST-subgroups of sj’ are cyclic. Since $*/5’ 
is cyclic, the result follows. 
(vi) We may assume that si contains $ or $J’ as a normal subgroup. 
Correspondingly set 2 = $ or 2 = Jj’. Since O(A) = 1 and Ji has dihedral 
&-subgroups, Z(R) = 1 and hence si is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut 2. 
But the group of automorphisms of PSL(2, q) or PGL(2, q) are well known 
(Cf. [IO]), and each is isomorphic to PrL(2, q). ‘I’hus R can be identified 
with a subgroup of PFL(2, q). F ur th ermore, the subgroups of PFL(2, q) 
containing PSL(2, q) which have dihedral &-subgroups all lie in PQL(2, q), 
and (vi) follows. 
(vii) In view of Lemma 3.1 (ix), we may assume that X $ 9. Let 3 be an 
ST-subgroup of SJ* containing X. ‘Then J = (3 n $) so , where &, is cyclic 
and disjoint from $. If Y # p, then by (ii) there exists a primary or secondary 
subgroup % of 5 containing J n 5 which is normalized by &; and further- 
more, & does not centralize an S,r-subgroup of %. Since ‘% is a dihedral 
group, it follows that &, does not centralize Or/(%). Now 3 n % centra- 
lizes O,r(!K) and X 6 J n !R. Since &, is cyclic, this implies that X 
does not centralize O,(t%). Hence there exists an element Y in O,t(%) such 
that [X, Y] f 1. But [X, Y] E (X’, X> n O,(%), and we conclude that 
(X’, X) is not an r-group. 
On the other hand, if Y = p, then J n 9 is a characteristic subgroup of $5, 
and &, normalizes N& n 5) = (J n $j) %, where % is cyclic of order 
+(p” - 1). F ur th ermore, by (ii), 3” does not centralize O,!(s) (mod J n 3). 
-=G Hence if we set !RijO == (3 n 9) %&/(J n 5j) and let T? be the image 
of X in ‘3,) the argument of the preceding paragraph shows that there exists 
an element P in 97 such that <Z”, X> is not an r-group. But then if I7 is a 
representative of f in 91. ~;Xv, -V> is not an r-group. ‘Thus (vii) holds in all 
cases. 
LEhrRrA 3.4. Let T he a noncentral involution of GL(2, p) and let R be 
a maximal subgroup of odd order Y normalized by 7’ but not containing T. Then 
one of the following holds: 
(i) si is contained in a subgroup R* aThi& is the direct product oj. a cyclic 
group iq of scalar transformations of order p -- I and a Frobenius group 5 
of order (p -- 1) p. If Tis represented by a diagonal matrix, then R” is represented 
by triangular matrices. Thus C,*( 1’) is the subgroup C qf order (p ~ 1)” repre- 
sented by diagonal matrices and T inverts the normal subgroup $Q of order p of 5. 
The elements of D leave invariant both eigenspaces of 7’ and the nontrivial 
elements of ‘$3 leave invariant only one eigenspace of 7’. 
(ii) si is contained in a subgroup R* clhich is the central product of the 
group 3 and a cyclic group 3 of order p - 1 or p + 1 which is inverted by T. 
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Furthermore, ( 3 n 3 1 = 2. If T is represented by a diagonal matrix, then 3 is 
represented by the matrices of the form 
a b 
i 1 ab a 
where a2 - olb2 = 1. Here 1 3 1 = p - 1 or p + 1 according as 01 is a square 
or a nonsquare. Only the elements of 3 n 3 leave invariant the e&nspaces of T 
in this case. 
In particular, if / si ) is prime to p, R is abelian in either case. 
The reader is referred, for example, to Dickson [9], where the 
structure of GL(2, p) is discussed. 
The following lemma summarizes some of the possibilities of the repre- 
sentations of the groups PSL(2, q) and A, on a vector space of low dimension 
over GF(p). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let $J be a D-group, and let B be a faithful B-module of 
dimension v over GF(p), p odd. 
(i) If v < 6, then $j h as characteristic q 6 13 or characteristic p or p2 
or else g/O($) is isomorphic to A, . 
(ii) If v < 4, then 5 has characteristic q < 9 or p or else s/O($) is iso- 
morphic to A, . If v < 4 and p = 3, then 6 has characteristic 3 or 5. 
(iii) If v < 3, then 5 has characteristic q < 9 or p. Furthermore, 
C,(O($j)) $ O(B) and O(a) is abelian. 
Proof. We first treat the case that .sj is isomorphic to PSL(2, q), q odd, 
A, , or to a perfect central extension of PSL(2,9) or A, by a group of order 3. 
Suppose first that & is isomorphic to PSL(2, q) and that p does not divide q. 
By Lemma 3.1 (vi), 5 contains a Frobenius group ‘%B of order &q(q - 1) 
with kernel Q of order q. Now it is well known that the faithful irreducible 
representations of ‘u3 over an algebraically closed field of characteristic not 
dividing q are induced from linear representations of Q, and thus have 
degree & (q - 1). Then a faithful irreducible representation of m over GF(p) 
must have degree at least $ (q - 1). Hence 9 (q - 1) < v. Thus if v < 6, 
then q < 13 and if v < 4, then q < 9. 
Consider next the case that 43 is isomorphic to PSL(2, q) and that p divi- 
des q. Then the absolutely irreducible representations of PSL(2, q) over a 
field of characteristic p are listed by Brauer and Nesbitt [6]. These repre- 
sentations are obtained by taking first of all the irreducible matrix representa- 
tions of SL(2, q) induced on the space of symmetric tensors over GF(q) and 
then applying a field automorphism to the matrix coefficients. The most 
general irreducible representation of SL(2, q) is then obtained by taking 
symmetric products of these representations. The irreducible representations 
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of PSL(2, p) are those irreducible representations of SL(2, 4) which represent 
the center trivially. The degrees of the irreducible representations of X(2, 9) 
on the spaces of symmetric tensors are 1, 2, ..-, p. Those which represent the 
center of X(2, q) trivially have degree 1, 3, 5, ..., p. These representations 
are obtained over the field GF(q). 5’ j mce applying a field automorphism to the 
matrix coefficients always yields a different irreducible representation, it is 
clear that these irreducible representations cannot be obtained in a subfield 
of GF(q). Thus if q --- p”‘, they determine irreducible representations of 
degree 1, 3m, 5m, ‘.., pm over the prime field GF(p). Hence irreducible 
representations of P&X(2, q) on a space of dimension o over GE’(p) are possible 
provided m < 2 when v < 6 and m =~ 1 when v < 4. 
Suppose next that p 3 and v < 4. Then $ is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of GL(4, 3), which has order 3”(3” -~ 1) (3” ~ 1) (3” --- 1) (3 -- I). Since this 
number is not divisible by 7, a/O($) cannot be isomorphic to PSL(2,7) or 
A, Furthermore, the argument of the preceding paragraph shows that $r is 
also not isomorphic to PSL(2,9). On the other hand, if -cj is a perfect 
central extension of PSL(2, 9) by a group of order 3, the irreducible repre- 
sentations of O(6) on % are trivial. Hence the irreducible representations of 
$I are already representations of PX.(2,9), and thus a faithful representation 
of 5 cannot be obtained on a space of dimension v < 4. Thus (i) and (ii) 
hold in any of these cases. 
Suppose next that v < 3. We shall show that Jj cannot be isomorphic to 
A, or to the perfect central extension of A, by a group of order 3; so assume 
the contrary. If p ;’ 7, then p does not divide / 5 1 , and hence the degree of 
an irreducible representation of 9 over an algebraically closed field of charac- 
teristic p is the same as the degree of an absolutely irreducible representation 
of 6 over a field of characteristic 0. But the minimum of such degrees in 
either case is 6 by virtue of [2/l. Thus p = 3, 5, or 7. But I GL(3,3) I and 
1 GL(3,5) / are not divisible by 7, while 1 GL(3,7) ~ is not divisible by 5. 
Hence p < 7 is also impossible. \Ve conclude that all parts of the lemma hold 
when $ is isomorphic to PS’L(2, q), q odd, A,, or to a perfect central exten- 
sion of PSL(2,9) or A, by a group of order 3. 
Suppose next that R =C,,(O($)) $ O(g). If R is nonsolvable, then H 
contains a subgroup H, such that R,jO(R,) is isomorphic to PX(2, q) or to 
A and correspondingly $ has characteristic q or .sjjO($) is isomorphic 
to’i, Since O(R,) char $1, char K char 5, O(R,) s O(a) and consequently 
O(R,) s Z(R,). We can now apply Lemmas 3.1 (xi) and 3.2 (x) to conclude 
that R, = cO(R,), where 2 4 52, and 2 is isomorphic to either PSL(2, q), 
q > 5, to A, , or to a perfect central extension of PSL(2,9) or A, by a group 
of order 3. But now (i) and (ii) and the first assertion of (iii) follow from the 
cases already considered. 
To complete the proof of(i) and (ii) and the first assertion of (iii), it remains 
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to treat the case C,(O($j)) c O(G). W e can assume that the desired conclu- 
sions hold for all D-groups of order less than 1 $J ) . Let X be an S,.-subgroup 
of O(G) and set sj, = Nh(%). Then by Sylow’s theorem, & is a D-group of 
the same characteristic as 5. Furthermore, since C&O($)) _C O(a), r can 
be chosen so that Cfil(X) c O(&), in which case C,l(O($j)) c O(.sj,). Thus 
if .~j, C $, (i) and (ii) f 11 o ow by induction. We can therefore assume that 
&i = -sj and hence that ‘31 Q 3. We can also assume that .$/O(5) is simple, 
otherwise (i) and (ii) follow by induction. 
We may also assume that B is an irreducible $-module. If Y = p, the irre- 
ducible representations of % on !B are trivial, and hence a faithful irreducible 
representation of $J on !8 is possible only if % = 1. Thus Y # p. 
By Lemma 8.2 of [II], % possesses a characteristic subgroup %a of class 
at most 2 such that C,(%,) E O(5). A ssume %,, is chosen of minimal order 
with this property. By Lemma 3.6 of [II], any 2-element of 5 which centra- 
lizes Q,(s%,,) necessarily centralizes %,, . Hence C,(.Qn,(%,)) _C O(a), whence 
%,, = Q,( %,,) by our minimal choice of %,, . Also by induction, we may 
assume that 5 = C,(D(%,,)). Then D(%a) E Z(5). The irreducibility of !B 
forces Z(a) to be cyclic. Hence ‘%a is either elementary or extraspecial. 
Suppose first that ‘X0 is elementary. Since !K,, is faithfully represented on !II 
and since the absolutely irreducible representations of an abelian group are 
one-dimensional, we must have / %a / ,< Ye. Set 5 = $j/C,(%J. Then 5 is 
faithfully represented on %,, regarded as a vector space over GF(r). Further- 
more, since C,(!RJ s O(G), 5 is a D-group of the same characteristic as 8. 
But now / 5 1 < 18 ) and dim PI,, < v. Thus by induction, either (i) and the 
first assertions of both (ii) and (iii) follow or 5 has characteristic Y or r2 where 
Y 3 7. However, in the latter case 5 contains a nonabelian r-group, which 
has a faithful representation on %J. Since the minimal degree of such a re- 
presentation is r and since Y 3 7 > v, we have a contradiction. It remains to 
establish the last assertion of (ii). So assume p = 3 and v < 4; then 
( $3, / = 5 or 13 since !Ri, is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(4,3). But this is 
impossible since 5 is nonsolvable and is faithfully represented on !R,, . Thus this 
case cannot arise, and the second assertion of (ii) also holds when %,, is abelian. 
Hence we may assume that %,, is extraspecial of order Y~~+I. But by [27], the 
degrees of the absolutely irreducible faithful representations of !Ri, over a 
field of characteristic p # Y are rt. Thus rt < v < 6, and hence t = 1, r = 3 
or 5, and / &, ( = 27 or 125. On the other hand, a nonsolvable D-group, 
which is a suitable homomorphic image of 5, acts nontrivially on %s/D(%a). 
Hence its commutator subgroup must be isomorphic to a subgroup of SL(2,3) 
or X(2,5), neither of which contains dihedral 2-groups. This completes the 
proof of (i), (ii), and the first assertion of (iii). 
We turn finally to the second assertion of (iii). We shall first prove by 
induction on ( 8 ) that C,(O($)) $ O(a). As above, we may assume that 
9 
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for some prime r there exists an r-subgroup 9X0 of class at most 2 such that 
%a = Qn,( %,,), !K,, u $5, C,(%J _C O(B), and D(Xs) E Z(a). ‘Ilre shall show 
that this is impossible. Let 3 be a D-group with respect to the four subgroup 
%. ‘I’hen Ng(Z) contains a 3-element which does not centralize ‘I, and 
consequently an irreducible representation of Ng(Z) which does not contain 
Z in its kernel must have degree at least 3. Hence v := 3 and sj is represented 
irreducibly on %, whence !Ri, is either elementary or extraspecial, and r # p. 
If %,, is extraspecial, we reach a contradiction as in the preceding paragraph; 
so assume Xi, is elementary. Since ‘X0 is faithfully represented on ‘23, 
1 !K2, 1 < r3. But the subgroups C,(T) with T in 2# are cyclically permuted 
by an element of N8(Z). Since 3 does not centralize !?I,, it follows that 
/ Xi, 1 = Ys. Furthermore, we conclude at once by considering the I-decom- 
position of !I$, that ‘!I$, =: yRR, where R = ??I&. Now as p is prime to 1 R / , 
the absolutely irreducible representations of Ji over a field of characteristic p 
have degrees 1, 2, or 4, and those of degree 1 contain 3, in their kernel since 
!I$, = ysisi. Since ‘u = 3, it follows that !8 possesses a H-invariant subspace 
!I& of dimension at least 1 on which !I$, is represented trivially. But then 
r? = 23, @ B, ) where %a is A-invariant and dim ‘11, < 2. Since !I$, is 
elementary of order y3, some nonidentity subgroup of %, is represented 
trivially on !I$ , and consequently also on %, contrary to the fact that X0 is 
faithfully represented on M. Thus C,(O($j)) $ O(a), as asserted. 
Since C,(O(jj)) $ O(B), O(B) centralizes 1. But then O(5) normalizes 
CD(T) for each T in X#. Since C,(T) is one-dimensional, yO(sj) O(5) acts 
trivially on eachCBr( T), and hence acts trivially on W. Since O(G) is faithfully 
represented on B, we conclude that O(5) is abelian. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let 9 be a D-group, let 6 be an arbitrary dihedral Z-subgroup 
of 9, let % be u four subgroup of 5, and let $? be a maximal element of M,(Z; p). 
Then the following holds: 
(i) N,&G) acts transitively on the maximal elements of V&& 6; p). 
(ii) If T, is a fixed involution of 2, then NB(Z) f~ C,(T,) acts transitively 
on the maximal elements of M,,(“; p) which contain an ?;,-subgroup of C,( T,). 
Furthermore, if C&Z) does not act transitively on the maximal elements of 
M,(ci; p) which contain an SD-subgroup of C,(T,), then 5 is not a &group with 
respect to 2, (I’& -2 % n [$J, $1 and O(a) C5(T1) does not contain a maximal 
element of M,(X; p). 
(iii) If a maxima2 element of VI,(Z;p) lies in O($)C,(?), then C-,(X) 
acts transitively on the maximal elements of V&(X; p). 
(iv) If $ is a D-group with respect to a four group 2* which normalizes p3, 
then $3 is a maximal element of V&(X*; p). 
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(v) If p is not un S,-subgroup of 5, then N&(v) contains an S,-subgroup 
of 8. In particular, this is the case ;f 5 has characteristic pn or if p = 3 and 
$/O(s) is isomorphic to A, . 
(vi) The only maximal elements of P&,(G) are the subgroups O(5) O(C,( T)), 
where T E Z( G)#. Furthermore, if either 9%LVJSp) is nonempty, or C,(T) 
is nonyclic, or ;f the subset of ‘$ inverted by involutions of Z generates a non- 
cyclic group, then ‘$ n O(5) # 1. 
Proof. We first show that it suffices to prove (i), (ii), and (iii) under the 
additional assumption that O(a) = 1. Let then 9, , 9, be two maximal 
elements of M,(G; p) or VI&; p) as the case may be. Set 5 = a/O(&) and 
let pi, Qa, 6, Z, 5ni be the images of pi, &, 6, Z, T1 in 5. Then by 
Lemma 1.4, !& and ‘8, are maximal elements of M,(E; p) or VI@; p). 
Suppose that @ = Q5, for some element x in one of the groups Ns(6), 
&j(Z) n C,(TA or C&Z). By Lemma 1.4 (iv), CF,(F), C,(Z), and C,(Ti) 
are the respective images of C$(G), C&Q, and C,(T,) in $5, and hence also 
N&5) and N&) are the images of Nb(G) and N,(2), respectively, in 5. 
It follows therefore that there exists an element X, contained correspondingly 
in N,(G), N5(Z) n C,(T,), or Cs(Z), such that pf c !$iO(.$). But then 
applying Lemma 1.4 (i) and (iii) to 6, 2, and ~,O($), we conclude that 
Ye’ = PI 7 where Y is in CrDlO&G) or CF410(B)(2). Hence !$i and 
‘pz are conjugate by the element XY, which lies correspondingly in N,(G), 
N&) n C,P”J, or C,(Z). We see then that questions concerning the 
conjugacy of the maximal elements of vl,(G;p) or VI,@; p) are reduced 
to questions concerning those of Ms;(F; p) or MS@; p). Finally in part (ii) 
ppi will contain an ,$,-subgroup of Q(T,) if and only if & contains an 
SD-subgroup of C,( Ti), i = 1 or 2. Similarly each of the conditions in the 
second statement of (ii) will hold in 9 if and only if the corresponding con- 
ditions hold in 5. We see then that it suffices to prove (i), (ii), and (iii) for 5. 
Since O(E;) = 1, the desired reduction to the case O(g) = I is established. 
We shall show next that it also suffices to prove (iv) and (v) under the 
assumption that O(a) = 1. Set & = N$(!Q n O(5)) and .& = $5,/O(&), 
and let ~Z, 5, %* be the images of 2, ‘p, and Z* respectively in 5, . Since ‘p 
is a maximal element of Q(Z; p), ‘$ n O(a) is an SD-subgroup of O(a) 
and hence $ = O($) $i by Sylow’s theorem. It follows at once that i;, is a 
D-group and that $ is a maximal element of l$J%; p). Since 2* C .sj, and 
3 is a D-group respect to 2*, we must have Na,(Z*) 3 C&J%*), and con- 
sequently N5,(%*) 3C$l(%*). Thus f;r is a D-group with respect to iE*. 
Furthermore, & contains an $,-subgroup of $5. Hence if !@ is not an SD-sub- 
group of 5, Q is not an A’,-subgroup of 5, . Suppose now that 5, satisfies (iv) 
and (v). Then ‘!Q is a maximal element of Mg,(Z*; p). It follows that Fp is a 
maximal element of M$,(z*; p) and hence that !Q is also a maximal element of 
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VI,(Z*;p). Thus (iv) holds. Furthermore, under the assumptions of (v), 
Ng,(‘$) contains an &-subgroup G* of $r If 6* denotes a 2-group in $jj, 
whose image is G*, then S* normalizes ‘$ and 6* is an &-subgroup of jj. 
Thus (v) holds. Since O($,) = 1, we conclude that it is sufficient to prove 
(iv) and (v) under the assumption that O(5) = 1. 
Finally it clearly sufhces to prove the first assertion of (vi) under the 
assumption that O(B) =p 1. Furthermore, the second assertion will follow 
immediately if we show, when O($) = 1, that .Y’%.)( ‘a(*@) is empty, that 
C%\(Z) is cyclic, and that the subset of ‘v inverted by involutions of Z gene- 
rates a cyclic group. Hence we may assume for the balance of the proof that 
O($) -_ 1. 
If $J is isomorphic to A, , then ‘Q, = ‘$$ by Lemma 3.2 (iv), and (i), (ii). 
(iii) obviously hold. Hence in proving (i), (ii), and (iii), we may assume that 
$J is isomorphic to a subgroup of PE(2, q), 9 odd, containing PSL(2, y). 
Thus $ = 28, where 2 <I aI,, 3 is cyclic of odd order, and 2 is isomorphic 
to either P.‘;L(2, 9) or PGL(2, 9). By Lemma 3.3 (i), we can choose 3 so that 
C,(S) == Z(S) i< ;G. It follows at once that NB( 5) = N,,(G) x 3. Further- 
more, by Lemma 3.1 (iii) and (vii), ‘Q1 n )? and & n 2 both lie in primary 
or secondary subgroups $1, , %a of 2 containing 6. Then by Lemma 3.3 (ii), 
3 normalizes each ‘Jij and qi G %iX, i = I, 2. Thus vi = (‘Q, n 2) (‘vi n 5)) 
and 5$, n 2 is a maximal element of M,,( 6; p). 
Since 6 is generated by its four subgroups, it follows from Lemma 3.1 
(vii) that every element of VI/I,(G) is contained in the cyclic group O(C,(T)) 
for some involution T in Z(S). Hence if 6 > 4, $$& n I =y ‘VI n 2, 
while if 1 6 = 4, ($@, n 2)” = $?,t n 2 for some X in N,(s). Putting 
X = 1 in the first case, it follows in both cases that X centralizes s, and hence 
that CQc == vi. Thus (i) holds. Furthermore, if 6 Z and qi s C,(Z), 
i = 1 or 2, then $ s 3, and tvl = ‘Qz Thus (iii) holds. 
rl’e turn now to the proof of (ii). Since any two SD-subgroups of C5(T,) 
are conjugate by an element of C,(X), we may assume without loss that 
Q1 and (& each contains the same SD-subgroup of CB( T,). Suppose first that 
forsomei- 1,2,sayi 7 1, ‘pl n C,(T,) + 1. Since !R, is a dihedral group, 
%i G C,(T,) and hence q1 n I! E C,(T,), whence ‘!I.$ c C,(T,). Thus ‘$i 
is an SD-subgroup of C&,(7’& and consequently $, = ‘I$ . Thus (ii) holds in 
this case. Suppose finally that vi n 2 # 1, but that vi n C?(T,) =z 1, i = 1,2. 
Since each !& contains an SD-subgroup of C,(T,) by assumption, it follows 
that / C,(T,) 1 is prime to p. Now let T, , T, , T, be the involutions of 2. 
Since Xi is a dihedral group containing ‘1, ‘31, c C,(T,), j = 2 or 3. Hence 
13, n 2 is an SD-subgroup of either C,( T,J or C,( T,), i = 1,2. If each p3, n 2 
lies in the centralizer of the same involution T, or T, , then 13, n 2 = ‘&n 8, 
and again (ii) follows. Hence we may assume that Q1 n 2 c C,(T,) and 
Sp, n fi G C,( T3). By Lemma 3.1 (iii), this is possible only if L! is isomorphic 
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to PGL(2, q) and if z n 9i = (T,), where & denotes the normal subgroup 
of 2 isomorphic to PSL(2, 9). In this case, N,,(Z) = 6* is a dihedral group 
of order 8 and T, E Z(G*). Hence G* contains an element X such that 
Tf = T, . Thus C,(TJx = C,(T,), and therefore (‘pa n 2)” = Cpr n 2. 
But now it follows that Cp;” = !J$ and that X E N&E) n Cr(T,). Furthermore, 
since C5(Z) = % x 5, ‘pi and Spa are not conjugate in the present case by an 
element ofCg(%). Since (TJ = Z n & , .Ei and hence also .$ is not a D-group 
with respect to 2. Since [g, 51 E & , we also have (Tl) = Z n [.$ $1. 
Finally C,(T,) d oes not contain a maximal element of &(~;p). Thus all 
parts of (ii) are established. 
We now prove (iv) and (v). If 5 is isomorphic to A, , then by Lemma 3.2 
(iv), either 9 = 1 and p # 3 or 1 !JJ 1 = 3. In either case, the same lemma 
shows that 9 is a maximal element of M8(2*; p) for any four group 2* of 
9 which normalizes Cp and that N,(p) contains an Sa-subgroup of 8. Fur- 
thermore, if p = 3, p is not an &,-subgroup of 5. Hence (iv) and (v) hold 
in this case. 
We may therefore assume that & is isomorphic to a subgroup of PrL(2, q), 
q odd, containing PSL(2, q). We preserve the notation introduced above. 
Thus ‘p = (!$.J n 2) (‘p n s), 13 n L! is a maximal element of vl,(Z; p), 
and ‘$3 n 5 is an S,-subgroup of 5. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.3 (i), C,(S) 
contains an &-subgroup 6* of 2. Since 1 in 1 is odd, 6* is an &-subgroup 
of .$. Furthermore, if ‘$ n L! # 1, Lemma 3.1 (v) implies that ‘p n 2 is an 
S,-subgroup of 2, and hence that !Q is an S,-subgroup of $. Hence if $J is 
not an S,-subgroup of 5, we must have !@ n 2 = 1 and !Q = ‘p n 5. But 
then 6* c C&(p) G N5(g). Since this will be the case, in particular, if 45, 
is of characteristic pn by Lemma 3.1 (vii), we conclude that (v) holds. Fur- 
thermore, if y n 2 # 1 and 2* normalizes 9, then ‘$ is necessarily a maxi- 
mal element of l$,(~*;p) since ‘$ is an A’,-subgroup of 5. 
It therefore remains to prove (iv) when ‘p n f? = 1, and hence when 
i@ = p n 5. Let p* be a maximal element of &(~*;p) containing qp, 
and suppose ‘$* 1 13. By assumption, 8, and hence 9, is a D-group with 
respect to 2*. Therefore if Er denotes the normal subgroup of 2 which is 
isomorphic to PSL(2, q), we have 2* c Qr and !J?* n Cl # 1. Now 
Q* n f?t G Crl(T) for some involution T in 2”. But g!, has only one class 
of involutions, and hence p E rr(&(T)) for every involution T in Cr . But 
/f?:&I<2 and ZE-f?, whence zn21#1. Hence if T,EZn& 
and ‘pi denotes an S,-subgroup of Ce,(Tl), !J3, # 1, and ‘$3, E M,$2; p). 
Furthermore, ‘$ normalizes Cy,(T1). Since Ccl(T,) is a dihedral group, 
!f.%i(Cp n 5) = !&‘p is a group and @,‘$3 E VI,(Z;p). But 3 n B, = I and 
hence pr’p 1 ‘p, contrary to the fact that $J is a maximal element of M&Z; p). 
Thus ‘!@* = 13 is a maximal element of M@*; p), and (iv) holds. 
Finally we prove (vi). If 3 is isomorphic to A, , (vi) follows immediately 
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from Lemma 3.2 (iv). Suppose then that 8 is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
PrL(2, q), q odd, containing PSL(2, q). Gsing the above notation once again, 
we have p = (‘p r\ 2) (!$J n 3). Since $J n 2 _C C,(T) for some T in 2# 
and since C,(T) is a dihedral group, ‘Q A 2 is cyclic. Since ‘J! n 3 is also 
cyclic, it follows that Y&k’“,(~) 1s empty. Furthermore, $t n 3 -: C&Z), 
while Q n 1! is the subset of ‘p generated by its elements which are inverted 
by involutions of %. Since each is cyclic, we conclude that the second asser- 
tion of (vi) holds. Finally as G is an S,-subgroup of 5, 6 E 2, and it 
follows from Lemma 3.1 (iii) and (vii) that the maximal elements of M,(G) 
are the subgroups O(C,( T)), where T is an arbitrary involution in Z(S)#. 
n’ow 3 centralizes an S,-subgroup of 2, and hence G centralizes some con- 
jugate 3” of 3. But then $5 == f?s*, and we see that the only maximal elements 
of V15( 6) are the subgroups O(C,( T)), T E Z( 6)#. Thus the first assertion 
of (vi) also holds. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let sj be a D-group and let % be a four-subg-roup of 8. If 5 
contains a normal D-subgroup 9, then O($) X,(X) has index at most 2 in 5. 
Proof. It clearly suffices to prove the lemma under the assumption that 
O(B) = 1. If $I is isomorphic to A, , then 2 1 $, and the lemma holds. On 
the other hand, if $5 is isomorphic to a subgroup of PrL(2, q), then 1! is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of PrL(2, q) containing PSL(2, q), and the lemma 
follows at once from Lemma 3.3 (i). 
LEMMA 3.8. Let $ be a D-group with respect to Z and suppose that an 
&-subgroup of COcS,(Tl) . y I’ f zs c c tc or some involution T, in Z. Then 
065) = OP,~,dB) Co&). 
Proof. It clearly suflices to prove the lemma under the assumption that 
O&a) = 1. Let T, , 1’z , T, be the involutions of 2, let p = O,(s), and let 
Q = Q1&,(p3 = (r~,(l)l’&‘$J3’ be the X-decompositions of ‘p. Since $ is a 
D-group with respect to %, the subgroups ‘& and the subsets vi are per- 
muted cyclically by an element of Nh(Z) -C,,‘(Z). Since ‘& is cyclic by 
assumption, it follows that $Ji is cyclic, i =z 1, 2, 3. In particular, if $JO f 1, 
then ‘Q = $$ and ? s C$(pp) 4 $5. But C,,,,(v) c Q by Lemma 1.2.3 of 
[17], and hence using the three subgroups lemma (see (3.1) of [II]) 
rXO(@) 5 O(g) n C,(u) =: 54. Since z centralizes $8, we conclude that 
O(g) c C+,(Z), proving the lemma in this case. Thus we may assume that 
‘PO = 1. 
We shall prove the lemma by induction on $5, and hence we may assume 
without loss that D(Q) = 1. Th us ‘$ is elementary of order p3. Since 
‘p $ qn cj(rp) c: O(8); and hence C,(p) = p. Thus 5 = 5/Q is 
faithfully represented on ‘p regarded as a vector space of dimension 3 over 
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GF@). If 2. is the image of Z in 5, it follows from Lemma 3.5 (iii) that 
O(s) 5 C,(2). Thus O(B) = $Co(B,(2), and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let 5 be a D-group with respect to Z and assume that 
Wsj) c &JO Then W&N P assesses a cyclic normal complement in 
O(C,( T)) for any inaolution T in 2. 
Proof. Set R = O(C,(T)), 3 = O(C$(Z)), 5 = s/O($), and let R,?j, %, 
p be the images of R, 5, 2, and T respectively in 5. Then 3I = O(Cs;( ii)) 
and 5 = O(C=,(%)). If 5 is isomorphic to A, , then j W 1 = 3 and / 8 1 = 1 
or 3 by Lemma 3.2 (iv). In either case, ?‘j possesses a cyclic normal comple- 
ment %? in 3. On the other hand, if fi is isomorphic to a subgroup of PrL(2, q), 
q odd, containing PSL(2, q), the same conclusion follows from Lemmas 3.1 
(vii) and 3.3 (i). 
Since a is a normal complement to 8 in 3, !Ilj consists of the set of ele- 
ments of R which are inverted by the involutions in % - ( p). Let m be the 
set of elements of R which are inverted by the involutions in Z - (T). 
Since O(s) c 5 by hypothesis, %JJ n O(a) = 1, and hence %l3 is mapped 
isomorphically onto a. Thus m is a cyclic group. But P3 is clearly invariant 
under 5, and hence EJ is a cyclic normal complement o 3 in R, thus proving 
the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let & be a nonsolwable D-group such that O(a) c Z(5) 
and assume that O(a) is a p’-group for some odd prime p. Then 5 possesses a 
normal subgroup a1 = $,,&, , where &, is a cyclic p-group, 8,, 4 J& , and 5, 
is either isomorphic to PSL(2, q), q odd, q 1 5, or to A, , or else 5, is 
a perfect central extension of PSL(2, 9) or A, by a group of order 3. 
Furthermore, O,(&) = 1, 1 O(&) / = 1 or 3, and & contains an S,-subgroup 
of-5 
Proof. Since 5 is a nonsolvable D-group, sj contains a normal subgroup 1! 
such that O(fi) C 2 and e/O($) is isomorphic to either PSL(2, q), q odd, 
q > 5 or to A,. Since O(B) c Z(G), O(B) c Z(O). It follows therefore 
from Lemmas 3.1 (xi) and 3.2 (x) that L! possesses a normal subgroup $j,, 
which is either isomorphic to e/O($) or else is a perfect central extension of 
PSL(2, 9) or A, by a group of order 3. In addition, f? = &,0(s) and 
.Ei, n O(s) = 0(&J. Let Z be a four subgroup of &, . Then .fj,, , 2, and 
$ are D-groups with respect to 2. It follows therefore from Lemma 3.7 that 
( 8 : f?C&) ( < 2. Since2 = !&,O($j) and O(a) c Z(B), E,(z) = &,C,(Z). 
Hence &C,(Z) is normal in $ and contains an &,-subgroup of Jj. Now if & 
has characteristic q, then O(C&))/O(S) is cyclic by Lemma 3.3 (i). Since 
O(s) is a p’-group and O(a) E Z(a), it follows that an S,-subgroup &, 
of CH(Z) is normal in C&E) and is cyclic. Hence & = .&&, q 8 and $jr 
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contains an S,-subgroup of $. Since O(&) char $i 4 +$ and O(B) is a 
$-group, O,($&) = 1. Since &, is a p-group, &, n O(5) = 1, and hence 
5,, n O(-%) = 1. Thus O&) = C&ii,) h as order I or 3, and hence the lemma 
holds when 9 has characteristic p. On the other hand, if s/O($) is isomorphic 
to A, ,$ = &,O($) and the lemma holds with $jr = $j, 
4. P-STABILITY, ~-RESTRICTION, AND ~-REDUCTION 
As pointed out in the preceding section, the only known groups with 
dihedral S,-subgroups are either D-groups or else possess a normal 2-com- 
plement. An important preliminary step in the proof of Theorem 1 is the 
verification that such groups are p-stable, p-restricted, and p-reductive, as 
defined in section 2 of [15]. This we shall do in the present section. The first 
concept we consider is p-stability. We say that a group of transformations 
of a vector space over a Jield of characteristic p is p-stable if all its p-elements 
have minimal polynomial of degree greater than 2. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Jj be a group of linear transformations acting irreducibly 
and faithfully on a vector space %I over a jkite field 8 of odd characteristic p. 
If 5 is generated by two p-elements with quadratic minimal polynomial, then $ 
is isomorphic to SL(2, si), where si is a field of characteristic p. 
Proof. Suppose that X1 and X, are generators of -C, with quadratic 
minimal polynomial. Let %$ be the fixed subspaces of Xi , i = 1, 2. Since 
Xi is a p-element with quadratic minimal polynomial, %3(X? - 1)2 = 0, 
and hence dim !& 3 n/2, i = 1,2, where n = dim B. Since $ acts irredu- 
cibly, %& n a3, = 0. Hence $3 = 2$ @ Bn, and dim !l$ = dim & = n/2. 
Thus %23(X, - 1) = Z$; in particular, X, - 1 determines an isomorphism 
of !Q, onto 2Jn, and X, - 1 determines an isomorphism of 2& onto 5!& . Let 
Xl Y x2 , . . . . .2*,, , m = n/2, be a basis for 2Ja. Then x,,+i = x1(X1 - l), 
xwL;2 = “2(X, - 11, *..> x, = x,(X, - 1) form a basis for ‘%i . Using this 
basis, X, and X2 are represented by the matrices 
Here R represents the transformation of !B3, onto B2 induced by X2 - 1; 
hence R is nonsingular. If we conjugate A, and A, by a matrix of the form 
then A, remains unchanged and R is replaced by R’ = C-IRC in A, . By 
extending the field 3 to a finite extension R, , we may take C so that R’ is 
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in Jordan canonical form. Then after a rearrangement of the rows and 
columns, Xi and X, are represented by matrices of the form 
(4.3) 
where r E R, . Since 3 is finite, -fi,/S is separable, and hence !8 Ba K,, is 
a direct sum of faithful irreducible &modules. Hence 3 is isomorphic to the 
group of matrices generated by the upper constituents of (4.3). Since p is 
odd, 5 is isomorphic to SL(2, R), where R is the extension of the prime sub- 
field of R, by the element r. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let $ be a group of transformations of a vector space ~3 oaer 
GF(p), p odd, such that O,(s) = 1. If $5 is a D-group or ;f $j is of odd order, 
then 3 is a p-stable group of linear transformations. 
Proof. Suppose first that O,(s) # 1. If X is a p-element of 8 which 
does not centralize O,!(a), it follows from Theorem B of [17] that X acts 
on % with nonquadratic minimal polynomial. Since O,(S) = 1, this will 
be the case if X E O(5) by Lemma 1.2.3 of [Z7]. In particular, the lemma 
follows if / 5 ] is odd. Hence we may assume that $j is a D-group and that 
2 = C,(O,@)) $ O(.!j). Thus 2 is a D-group with respect to some four 
subgroup 2, and we need only prove that every p-element of 2 has a non- 
quadratic minimal polynomial on %. Now O(f?) char 2 4 $, and hence 
O(f?) E O(5). Since O&j) = 1, O,(S) contains its own centralizer in 
O(G), and hence O(e) is a p’group which lies in the center of 2. In particu- 
lar, if p = 3 and B is solvable, an &-subgroup of f? has order 3 and any 
3-element X of 2 normalizes, but does not centralize some four subgroup 
of 2. In this case, it follows once again that from Theorem B of [17] that X 
has a nonquadratic minimal polynomial on %. We may therefore assume that .f! 
is nonsolvable. Hence by Lemma 3.10, 2 contains a normal subgroup 
21 = %30 9 where s,, is a cyclic p-group, and &-, is either isomorphic to 
PSL(2, q), q odd, 9 2 5, or to A, , or else f!, is a perfect central extension of 
PSL(2,9) or A, by a group of order 3. Furthermore, Qi contains an S,- 
subgroup of 2, O&Z,) = 1 and / O(e,) / = 1 or 3. Hence without loss we 
may assume that sj = !& . 
On the other hand, if O,(5) = 1, then our assumptions imply that 
O(8) = 1. Thus $ is a D-group, and consequently 5 can be assumed to have 
the same structure as in the preceding case. 
Now let X be a p-element of .sj. If O(a) = 1, it follows from Lemmas 3.2 
(vi) and 3.3 (vii) that there exists a conjugate X’ of X in 5 such 
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that &, = (X, X’) is not apgroup. On the other hand, if 1 O(5) 1 = 3, we 
reach the same conclusion by considering $/O(~J) and applying the same 
lemmas, since p # 3 in this case. 
Let ‘jr be the set of irreducible %-modules obtained from the composition 
factors of a given composition series of FB regarded as an $&,-module. Let 
J := (-J 9BEW %I , where !& is the kernel of the representation of +f& on 2~. 
If J contains a p’-element 2, then 2 is represented trivially on each (%? in %?. 
Since 8 is a completely reducible Z-module, Z is represented trivially on ‘23, 
contrary to the fact that 9 is faithfully represented on B. Hence J G O,&,). 
Since 9, is not a p-group, this implies that .R,, C a,, for some *or. Since 
.&) =-= &/Ji,, is represented faithfully and irreducibly on E! and %? is a vector 
space over GF(p), fi ul$s not a p-group. But ssU is generated by the images 
X and X’ of the p-elements X and X’. Hence X # 1 and x’ # 1; otherwise 
S;%li; would be a p-group. Suppose now that X has a quadratic minimal poly- 
nomial on %. Then 8 and ;i;’ have quadratic minimal polynomials on %J, and 
consequently &s is isomorphic to SL(2,pt) for some t by the preceding 
lemma. But then &Lx possesses quaternion or generalized quaternion .Y,-sub- 
groups, which is impossible since the Sa-subgroups of $ are dihedral. 
We recall the definition of a p-stable group as given in section 2 of [/5]. 
Let 5 be a group and p a prime in ~~(5). Let ‘$ be an SD-subgroup of O,f,,($) 
and PO a subgroup of p such that O,(5) Q0 u 3 and O,($/~C,I(‘$$,)) = 1. 
We say that 5 is p-stable provided that any p-subgroup 9 of 5 which norma- 
lizes ‘Q and satisfies y2$$,~z = I is contained in ‘pC8($$,). 
PROPOSITION 6. If 9 is a D-group or ;f .$ has a normal 2-complement, 
then Jj is p-stable for all odd p. 
Proof. Certainly ?j = N,( Cp,)/CpC,(Cp,) is represented on the factors 
‘9.& of a chief series of $/O,($) through CpaO,~($)/O,($), i =: 1, 2, ..., n. 
As in the preceding lemma, the intersection of the kernels of the representa- 
tions of $ on the factors )Iui is a p-group. Hence also the kernel of the repre- 
sentation of S; on the abelian group YU formed as the direct sum of the E$ 
is a p-group. Since O,(G) = 1, .s ’ 1s faithfully represented on ‘u3 and hence 
on !8 =~= Q,(m). 
Let Y be a p-element of N@(Q) and let P be the image of Y in 5. If 
y%$$,Y’ = 1, then yQ$P’ = 1 for all i = 1, 2, ..., 1-1 and hence y”‘2u82 = 1. 
This means that P induces a transformation on ‘23 with minimal polynomial 
of degree at most 2. But .?j is either a D-group or possesses a normal 2-comple- 
ment. Lemma 3.2 implies that FJ is represented as a p-stable group of trans- 
formations on FQ. Hence P = 1 and Y E QCB($,). This proves the proposi- 
tion. 
We now discuss p-restriction. We first introduce two lemmas to enable 
us to deal with this property for solvable groups. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let P be an absolutely irreducible representation of a group 5 
over a field of characteristic p. Let R be a normal subgroup of Jj such that s/R 
is a p-group. Then the restriction I’ 1 R is either irreducible or the sum of distinct 
conjugate nonequivalent irreducible representations. 
Proof. This result is obtained directly from Clifford [a], Theorems 2 
and 3, together with the observation that over a field of characteristic p, 
projective irreducible representations of p-groups are trivial. 
Although we shall need the next lemma only in the case q odd, we include 
the case q = 2 for completeness. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let 5 = a!# be a {q,p}-group of linear transformations of a 
vector space !I? over a Jield of characteristic p, where Q ‘p are respectively 
S,- and SD-subgroups of 3. Assume that Q is a special q-group and is normal 
in fj, that O,(s) = 1, and that ‘p acts irreducibly on D/Q’ and trivially on 
a’. If q = 2 and D is nonabelian, assume also that p is not a Fermat prime. Then 
if p is odd, 9 contains a proper normal subgroup Sp, such that Cp/v, is cyclic 
and ‘$/!& acts on CB(‘pJ with minimal polynomial of degree 1 Fp/‘!& 1 . Further- 
more, if Q is extra-special, then C&((p) has dimension greater than 1. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma in the case that %l is defined over 
an algebraically closed field 5 of characteristic p. Denote by r the representa- 
tion of 8 on B. Suppose that for some normal subgroup si 2 Q, r In is 
reducible. Then choose R to be maximal with respect to this property. By 
the preceding lemma, % is the direct sum of irreducible conjugate nonequiva- 
lent R-submodules B3, , i = 1, 2, ..., k. The maximal choice of R implies 
that if 52, is a normal subgroup of X, containing R properly, then R, permutes 
the subspaces %* transitively. Hence R,, = Jj, 1 5/R 1 = p, and k = p. 
Set !& = !@ n si. Then & is a ‘Pi-module and $J/‘$$ permutes the subspaces 
CBi( ‘pi) cyclically. Furthermore, if Q is extra-special, it follows by induction 
on 1 !@ 1 that dim CBd(!&) > 1 for all i = 1,2, ..., p. Since C&y,) is the 
direct sum of these subspaces, p/w acts on C&(‘p,) with minimal polyno- 
mial of degree p; and if Q is extra-special, dim C,(g) > 1. Thus the lemma 
holds in this case. 
Consequently we may assume that %J is an irreducible R-module for all 
normal subgroups Ji of 5 containing Q. In particular, Q acts irreducibly on %. 
Since 3 is algebraically closed, it follows that Z(Q) is cyclic. Hence if Q is 
abelian, Q is necessarily cyclic, and 5 is forced to be a metacyclic Frobenius 
group. Thus ‘$ is cyclic, and Theorem B of [I71 implies that ‘p acts on % 
with minimal polynomial of degree / q 1 . Hence the lemma holds with 
Sp, = 1. We may therefore assume that Q is nonabelian. Since Q is special 
by assumption, and since Z(Q) is cyclic, we have thus reduced to the case 
that Q is extra-special. 
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In case 1 13 1 = p, or more generally when Cp is cyclic, Theorem B of 
Hall-Higman shows that !lJ acts on B with minimal polynomial of degree 
! 31 1 and the proof of that theorem shows that ‘p has at least two indecompo- 
sable constituents on %, since p is not a Fermat prime when y = 2. Hence 
dimCZI(‘Q) > 1, and the lemma follows. We may therefore assume that ‘IJ is 
noncyclic. 
Let Q be the representation of p on D/Q’. By assumption Q is irreducible. 
Let ‘pa be a normal subgroup of ‘$. Then Q 19, is the direct sum of conjugate 
nonequivalent representations Bi , i = 1, 2, ..., h, each of which, in turn, 
is a direct sum of equivalent irreducible representations. Suppose first that 
for all normal subgroups, h = 1, so that .Q igo is the direct sum of equivalent 
irreducible representations. This implies that all abelian normal subgroups 
of !!3 are cyclic. But since p is odd, this forces c@ to be cyclic, contrary to 
assumption. Hence there exists a normal subgroup ‘$I,, of !$ such that Q I$a 
contains nonequivalent irreducible constituents. If $$ is chosen of maximal 
order with these properties, it follows as before that 1 ‘$/(@, 1 zz.1 p, h m-p, 
and that (q/Q1 permutes the components Qi cyclically. 
Let !JJI, , ‘JJ1, , ..., !IJ1, be the subspaces of $VJI = D/D’ (now regarded as a 
vector space over the field with q elements) corresponding to the components 
Qn,, Q,, “‘, Qi7, respectively. Since ‘JJL is an irreducible $&module, and 
‘I.?/!& permutes the spaces ‘JJli cyclically, these spaces must be irreducible 
!&-modules. IKow on YJu1 is defined a nondegenerate skew-symmetric form 
and Q leaves this form invariant (cf. [17]). Let Xi denote the orthogonal 
complement to a subspace 91 of ‘JJ1. Since the modules !JJ$ are nonequivalent 
irreducible ?),-modules of the same dimension, each ‘KRii is a direct sum of 
p - 1 of these. Hence if !JJ$ n !JJQL + 0, !JJlni G ‘VJ$’ and is totally isotropic. 
But then ‘33t == 9JliL 3 !lJlj for somej, so that ‘JJli is nonorthogonal to a unique 
!JJ$ , j # i. Thus in this case the submodules 9RJli may be grouped together in 
nonorthogonal pairs in contradiction to the fact that p is odd. Hence we 
conclude that each $%I& is nonisotropic, and YJ)1 is the direct sum of orthogonal 
subspaces !JJ$ Let Q be the normal subgroup of a such that Z+jQ’ = !J& 
Then a’ = Oi’ is the common center of the subgroups Q , 0 is the central 
product of these normal subgroups Q , and cQ/Cp, permutes these subgroups 
cyclically. Each of these subgroups Qi is then an extra-special y-group of 
order qpr--l, and B has order @‘I+l (cf. [17]). 
Now we return to the representation r. Since rlz is irreducible, r, o, is 
the sum of conjugate irreducible representations of Q . Each of these con- 
jugates necessarily represents the center a’ of ai in the same way since 
a’ = Z(Q). Hence they are equivalent and each has degree q’ (cf. [/7]). Now 
let r, be an irreducible constituent of r,ltlc, . Then r,, c, is a sum of some 
of the irreducible constituents of r, o which we have shown to be equivalent 
irreducible representations of Q of ‘degree 4’. But then Lemma 4.3 shows 
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that there is only one and hence that r, ,oi is irreducible. As !&a, is sub- 
normal in 5, Clifford’s theorem gives that r,‘plQj is completely reducible. 
Thus the irreducible &modules of B are already irreducible pi&modules 
and each has degree qT. 
The transformations r(Q), Q E Q, generate a simple algebra ‘u over 3, 
and thus any extension of r,, to an irreducible representation of $ = !$3E2 
of the same degree is obtained using transformations of this algebra. The 
transformations representing ‘p in different extensions of F, n must conjugate 
those representing a in the same way. Since 3 is algebraically closed, it 
follows from Schur’s lemma that the transformations representing ‘$ in 
different extensions differ only by a scalar multiple. Thus from different 
extensions r,, to a representation of !@a of the same degree, we obtain 
representations of Cp which differ by a linear representation. Since 5 has 
characteristic p, all linear representations of p-groups are trivial. Hence all 
extensions of r, c to a representation of ‘pa of the same degree represent !$I 
by the same elements of ‘u. This shows that there is only one such 
extension. 
As Hall-Higman point out, the irreducible representation F,, is the 
Kronecker product of certain irreducible representations of the groups Qi , 
each of degree qT. This means that there must exist irreducible &modules 
8+$ such that r,, is effected on the D-module 
It follows that !Bn has the same structure when regarded as a !&D-module 
!BP1, , provided we interpret each factor %?& as a ‘$,Q,-module. Let X be a 
generator of v mod gpl . We enumerate the subgroup & so that 
PAX = w&+1 7 with the index i being reduced mod p if necessary. Then 
there exists a transformation X’ such that !&+i = %$X’, the action of X’” 
on each !I& being given by the action of XP, and for Y E !@i&, 
X’-lYX’ = Yx. Let wi be an arbitrary vector of 2& . We extend X’ to a 
transformation of Bgp,o by setting 
Then as transformations of B?+ , we still have X’-lYX’ = Yx for Y E ‘!&a 
and x’” = Xp. Thus by identifying X’ with X, we have extended %a,+ to a 
‘$n-module, which by the preceding remarks we can identify with 23). 
Let Ui = C&Cp,), and set U = U, @ U, @ ... @ U, _ Then l&X = Ui+r , 
with i reduced mod p if necessary, and U = C,(Cp,). Let x1 , x2 , ‘s., xD 
be vectors of U, , U, , ..., U, , respectively, such that x,X = xi+i , i < p, 
and x,X = xi . Let Bi be the (pi-module 
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Then &X = &+r , i < p, and &,X = !& . Furthermore, 
C,*(q&) == &cl @ gx2 @ ... @J ui (g ... @ g?z, . 
Set 
and 
Then s*, U*, and U,* are r;-submodules of B; U* = U n ‘$J* == C,*(Cp,), 
and U,* c_ u*. Now 
hence 
Furthermore, it follows by induction that dim, Ui > 1. Hence Cstz( ‘p,) r> U,*. 
But now p/‘pr is represented on U*/U,* with minimal polynomial of degree p 
since the components C%%(?),)/U,* are permuted cyclically. This establishes 
all but the last statement of the lemma. 
To conclude the proof, we need to show that dim8CB(q) > 1. This 
follows since Cp/‘Q, has at least a l-dimensional fixed subspace on U*/U,* 
and U,,* c C&((p), while II* c C,(~Q,). Thus the lemma is proved. 
M’e recall the definition of a p-restricted group as defined in section 2 of 
[1.5]. Let f, be a group such that p E rr&sj) and O,(s) = 1. Let 3 he a non- 
identity subgroup of Z(O,($)) which is normal in 5 and such that 
O&j/Cb(3)) = 1. Then -5 . IS said to bep-restricted if the following conditions 
hold for any such subgroup 3: 
(a) If !jJ is an SD-subgroup of $J and if s$ $ C,(3), then ‘Q possesses a 
normal subgroup $J1 such that ‘$!!Q, is cyclic, and if 3r = C,(‘&), then 
y”Qr( 3J ‘q3” j- 1. 
(b) The same conclusion as in (a) if !Q is any ahelian p-subgroup of 5 
which is not contained in C,(3). 
Furthermore, if conditions (a) and (b) hold for a particular subgroup 3 
of O,($), we say that $ is p-restn’cted with respect to 3. 
As in the case of p-stability, it is convenient to introduce the auxiliary 
concept of a p-restricted linear group. A group of linear transformations 6 
of a vector space % over a field of characteristicp in which O,(a) = 1 will be 
called p-restricted if for every SD-subgroup and every abelian p-subgroup 
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!@ # 1 of 5, ‘$ contains a normal subgroup !I.$ such that $J/$$ is cyclic and 
such that a generator of ‘$%/pi h as minimal polynomial of degree greater than 
2 on G&PA. 
We now prove: 
PROPOSITION 7. Assume that sj is either a D-group OY that 5 possesses a 
normal 2-complement. Let p be an odd prime and suppose that O,!(5) = 1. 
Then either 8 is p-restricted or $5 is a D-group of characteristic p” with n > 1 
and C,(Z(O,($j)) E O(5). F UY th ermore, ;f 3 is a nonidentity subgroup of 
Z(O,($)) such that 3 is norma in $j and 0,(5/C,(3)) = 1 and ;f $j is not 
p-restricted with respect to 3, thenC8(3) G O(5) and O(s) = C,(3) CocB,(~), 
where z is any four subgroup of 5 with respect to which $j is a D-group. 
Proof. We may assume that O,(a) # 1 or else the proposition clearly 
holds. Let 3 # 1 be a subgroup of Z(O,($j)) such that 3 is normal in $j and 
O,(s) = 1, where $5 = 5/C,(3). Then sj - is either a D-group or possesses a 
normal 2-complement, and if 5 is a D-group, then Q(3) c O(5) and 5 
is of the same characteristic as 8. Furthermore, 5 is faithfully represented 
as a group of linear transformations on Qi(3) regarded as a vector space 
over GF(p). To prove the proposition, it will suffice to show that 5 is a 
p-restricted linear group under any one of the following conditions: (i) 5 
possesses a normal 2-complement, (ii) E; is a D-group and C,(O,(s)) E O(s), 
(iii) 5 is a D-group and is not of characteristic p” with n > 1. 
To prove this, we shall argue first of all that 5 is p-restricted with respect 
to 3 whenever fi is ap-restricted linear group. In fact, if !I3 is an &-subgroup 
of sj or an abelian p-subgroup of -Jj and if ‘$ $ C,(3), then the image Q of 
!$ in 5 is either an S,-subgroup or an abelian p-subgroup of 5, and ?Q # 1. 
Since 5 is a p-restricted linear group by assumption, !jj contains a normal 
-- 
subgroup $‘ji such that ‘$/Cp, is cyclic and such that the minimal polynomial 
of a generator X of Q/W on 3i = CQl,,,(Q,) has degree at least 3. If 3, 
denotes the inverse image of Qr in ‘@, then 3r = Cn,(3,((P1) and p/$?, is 
cyclic. Furthermore, if X is a generator of Cp/pi , then X acts on 3i with 
minimal polynomial of degree at least 3, and it follows at once that 
y23i’p2 # 1. Thus f3 is p-restricted with respect to 3. 
Assume now that f; is a p-restricted linear group whenever (i), (ii), or (iii) 
holds. Therefore if 5 is not p-restricted with respect to 3, the argument of 
the preceding paragraph implies that 5 does not satisfy (i), (ii), or (iii). In 
particular, 5 is necessarily a D-group of characteristic pn with n > 1 and 
C,(O,($$) $ O(s). Furthermore, C,(3) c O(s). Thus $ is a D-group 
of characteristic pn with n > 1; and since 3 c Z(O,($)), it also follows that 
C,(Z(O,($))) c O(5). But if $ is not p-restricted, then by definition, Jj is not 
p-restricted with respect to some subgroup of Z(O,(B)), and our argument 
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establishes the first assertion of the proposition. Next let 5 be a D-group 
with respect to a four group 5, and let Z be the image of 2 in 5, whence ?j 
is a D-group with respect to 2. Since C,(O,f(G) Q O(G), this implies that Z 
centralizes O,,(s). Since O,(g) :-- 1, it follows therefore from Lemma 1.2.3 
of [Z7] and Lemma 1.1 that Z centralizes O(s). Since O(s) = O($)/C5(,3), 
we conclude that O(sj) = C,(J) CocB, (XI). Thus the second assertion of the 
proposition also holds. 
Thus to complete the proof of the proposition, we must show that 5 is, 
in fact, a p-restricted group of linear transformations acting on Q,( :3) when- 
ever (i), (ii), or (iii) holds. For simplicity of notation, we shall drop the 
superscript. Let then ‘Q be either an S,-subgroup or an abelian p-subgroup 
of $r and assume p # 1. (Actually our argument will apply if ‘Q is any non- 
identity p-subgroup of $.) 
Suppose first that O,,($) # 1 and that $ $ C5(0,f($)). Then $8 norma- 
lizes, but does not centralize some S,-subgroup of O,($). If a is chosen to 
be a y-group of minimal order in O,(a) which is normalized, but not cen- 
tralized by v, then by (3.11) of [/I], 0 is a special g-group, $.! acts trivially 
on D(Q) and irreducibly and nontrivially on f&/D(a). Set 
‘z. = ker (v - Aut a), 
and let & = CQl~~~(Yo). Since Q x !I$ can be regarded as a subgroup of 
Aut Q,(,j), it follows from Lemma 3.7 of [15] that 0 is faithfully represented 
-- 
on & . Since qn = O,(Q$), Q’I3/!& mm: 854 is faithfully represented on 
-- 
3. and O,(Q\ls) = 1. \Ve can therefore apply Lemma 4.4 to conclude that 9 
contains a normal subgroup g, such that g/9, is cyclic and such that a 
-- 
generator of $Q/‘@r acts on .& = C,“(Qr) with minimal polynomial of degree 
-- 
1 5@/@, 1 . Hence if ‘@r denotes the inverse image of Q(, in $Q, Jr = Cn,,,i,(vl), 
‘Jr rl ‘Q, ‘u/p1 is cyclic, and a generator of ~~/!Q, acts on & with minimum 
polynomial of degree 1 ‘v/p, / 2 3. Thus 9 is a p-restricted linear group in 
this case. 
In particular, Lemma 1.2.3 of [17] shows that these conditions will be 
satisfied if either ?, 5 O(B) or if C,(O,(sj)) c O(G). Hence to complete 
the proof, we need only show that the same conclusion holds under the 
following assumptions: .$ is a D-group and is not of characteristic p” with 
n > 1, ‘p c C,(O,a3), ‘p Q o(a), and C,(O,~(5)) $ O(5). Set 
2 = C,(O,($)). If 5 is nonsolvable, then B is a D-group of the same charac- 
teristic as 5. On the other hand, if $r is solvable, we must have p = 3 since 
SJ $ O(B). Since !J3 E 2, we conclude in this case as well that 
2 is a D-group of the same characteristic as $. Furthermore, 
O(2) E O(B) and Gchl (O,!(B)) c O,(5). Hence O(e) is a p’-group 
and O(e) G Z(e). 
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Suppose next that an &-subgroup of 2 is cyclic, in which case ‘p is cyclic. 
By Lemma 4.2, L! acts on fin,(s) as a p-stable linear group. Hence if we take 
‘$r = 1, it follows immediately from this that 2, and hence 5, acts on f&(3) 
as a P-restricted linear group. We may therefore assume that ‘p is noncyclic. 
Since 1 O(P) 1 is prime to p, this implies, in particular, that f! is not of 
characteristic 3, and hence that L! is nonsolvable. Since O(e) is a p’group 
contained in Z(e), it follows from Lemma 3.10 that f! contains a normal 
subgroup 8, such that & has the same characteristic as B, O,(f?,) = 1, & con- 
tains an S,-subgroup of (! and .Oi is of the form Qi = &&, , where s,, is a 
cyclic p-group, .f$ 4 & , and co is either isomorphic to PSL(2, q), q odd, 
q 3 5, or to A, , or else B, is a perfect central extension of PSL(2,9) or A, 
Since ‘p C .(3, we may assume without loss that sj = L1, . 
Suppose first that 5 is isomorphic to A, or to a perfect central extension 
of A, by a group of order 3. Since O,(5) = 1 by hypothesis and Fp is non- 
cyclic, the only possibility is that p = 3 and 8 is isomorphic to A, . In this 
case, v is elementary of order 9, and normalizes, but does not centralize 
some four subgroup‘% of 9. If ‘$J1 = C@), then / $& / = 3, and it follows 
as in the first part of the proof that X~/Q, is faithfully represented on 
31 = C&,,(Cp,). Since Z is abelian, we can apply Lemma 4.4 once again 
to show that a generator of !JI,/Cp, acts on 3i with minimal polynomial of 
degree 3. Thus 5 is a p-restricted linear group in this case. 
There remains therefore the case that 3 = &&, with 2, isomorphic to 
PSL(2, q), q odd. By assumption, q # p” with n > 1. On the other hand, if 
q = p, then $ = &, and an $,-subgroup of 5 is cyclic, contrary to assump- 
tion. Thus q = P for some prime r # p. If VP* is an $,-subgroup of $j 
containing s,, , we may assume without loss that ‘$J c y*. By Lemma 3.1 (v), 
‘p* n &, is cyclic; hence Fp* n X?,, # 1 and & # 1. Furthermore by Lemma 
3.1 (v), Cp* n Q,, c %, where % is a primary or secondary subgroup of Q0 . 
Since ‘$* n f?, u ‘$*, C,O(&,) n % 2 Q,(Y* n 2,) # 1, and therefore so 
normalizes % by Lemma 3.3 (ii), Xow O(%) is cyclic, since !R is a dihedral 
group, whence O(%) = (q* n 2,) x D, where a is a cyclic p’group. 
Again by Lemma 3.3 (ii), &, normalizes, but does not centralize D. Thus 
Fp normalizes n), and if ‘pi = CV(D), then !& C Fp and ‘$/Cp, is cyclic. 
But then by Lemma 3.7 of [1.5], Fp’D/‘$i is faithfully represented on 
3i = Cn,(3,(‘$1), and it follows once again from Lemma 4.4 that a generator 
of Cp/‘p, acts on 31 with minimal polynomial of degree at least 3. Thus 3 is 
a p-restricted linear group, and the proof is complete. 
Finally we consider the concept of a p-reductive group which has also 
been defined in section 2 of [15]. In its applications to groups with dihedral 
&-subgroups, we shall need a slight extension of this concept, which we 
proceed to define. 
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Let 9 be a group such that O&j) =: 1 and p t ~~(9). Let q be a p-sub- 
group of 9 containing O,($). Let 58 be a subgroup of ‘1, such that (i) 3 is 
generated by elementary subgroups !B( , i _ 1, 2, ..., s, and (ii) 
3 = V(ccl,(Y3); ‘u). 
Let $J,, be a normal subgroup of 1-1 contained in O,(5) and set 2 = C,(v,). 
Suppose that $ f f?N,( ‘II). 
Under these circumstances, we shall say that 5 is p-reductive relative to *J?+, 
provided there exists for each such pair of subgroups !@,, and ‘u a subgroup Si 
of .$ which satisfies the following conditions: 
(4 WB) C Ji. 
(b) If Q0 denotes the largest normal subgroup of Ji which centralizes $& 
and if c1 is the inverse image of 0,(53/&J in R, then for some i = 1, 2, ..., s, 
we have 93% C R and 1 !&/!Bi n iI1 1 = p. 
(c) !& = 13 n 2!, is an SD-subgroup of P1 . 
(d) R, = NA($J1) is a p-stable group. 
In the particular case that ‘$ is an SD-subgroup of 4j, this definition is 
identical to that of a p-reductive group as given in [ 1.51. Hence in this case, 
we shall say simply that 3 is p-reductive. It will also be convenient to call $ 
p-reductive (relative to !#) in case 5 : PN,(%) for each choice of Q,, and B. 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose that $I is either a I)-group or that $I possesses a 
normal 2-complement; and assume that O,f($) = 1 and p E n,(s) for some odd 
prime p. Then 
(i) If 5 is not a D-group of characteristic p” with n _, 1, then B is p-reduc- 
tive. 
(ii) If .fj contains a four group 2 and if ‘1, is a maximal element of V15( T; p), 
then B is p-reductive relative to $. 
Proof. W’e shall prove both parts of the proposition simultaneously. 
Hence we let $3 be an SD-subgroup of $ in case (i) and a maximal element of 
Vr,(~;p) in case (ii). We note that O,(5) c $? in both cases. Let 23 be a 
subgroup of 1, generated by elementary subgroups Bj , i = 1, 2, .‘., s and 
such that 23 = V(cc15(T3); $3). Let $$, b e a normal subgroup of ?, contained 
in O,(B) and set f! = C,($$,). If $J = QN5(B), then -E, is p-reductive by 
convention, and the proposition holds. W;e may therefore assume that 
$j f QN,(%). Set v* = $3 n O(B), $jj, = Nb((P*) and $,, = O(.!j)?JJ. 
Since !l3 is a maximal element of Vr,(Z;p) in case (ii), it follows in both 
cases that ‘$3* is an S,-subgroup of O(5). Hence Q is an SD-subgroup of $, 
Furthermore, O,,($j,,) 7 O,,(O($)) G O,,(a) = 1. We shall show that the 
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same conclusion holds for $I, . Clearly O,J($,) = O,(S(&)) centralizes 
$J*, and hence centralizes O,(B). But 5 = 0(4j)& by Sylow’s theorem, 
and hence S(&) c S(5). Thus O,(&) c S($j) n C(O,(&)). On the other 
hand, since O,l(sj) = 1 by assumption, Cs,B,(0,($5)) E O,(B) by Lemma 
1.2.3 of [17], and therefore O,J(&) = 1. 
Consider first the case that & = (2 n a) Na,( %) for both i = 0, 1. Since 
O(5) c $r,, , this implies that O(B) c IIN~(B). On the other hand, since 
5j = O(jj)5j, , it also follows that the image of L)N,(YI) in $j/O($) is $/O(B) 
itself. We conclude that f, = QN,(!B), contrary to assumption. Thus 
Bi # (2 n &) N$,( B) for i = 0 or 1. Since O,(&) = 1 and p E ~~(a,) and 
since CpO c O&j) 2 O,(.&) for both i = 0, 1, we see then that it suffices to 
prove the proposition under the additional assumption that I$ = 9, , i = 0 
or 1. 
Suppose first that Jj = &, , in which case / $ 1 is odd and !JJ is an &-sub- 
group of 5. Since our argument will apply equally well to the cases that 9 
is a solvable D-group or possesses a normal 2-complement, we shall also 
allow these possibilities for 5. First of all, we apply Lemma 7.7 of [II] and 
conclude that for some prime q # p, B possesses a {p, q}-subgroup &* 
containing ‘p of p-length at most 2 such that $I* # (D n $*)N5*(B). 
Since 0,)(&j) = 1, it follows once again from Lemma 1.2.3 of [Z7] that 
O,t($j*) = 1. Hence without loss we may assume that .sj = 5”. 
Thus $5 = !J?Q is a {p, q}-group of p-length at most 2. Suppose first that 
yQ!& normalizes !j.J, and induces only p-automorphisms of !JJ,, for all i = 1, 
2, ..., s. Since 58 = (8, , b, , .‘., S,), this implies that yQ% normalizes ‘p,, 
and induces only p-automorphisms of !&, . But then if $5 = Jj/O,($) = $IB, 
we have B = (E n n) C,(g), where E, ‘%I are the images of I?, B in 5. Thus 
5 = ENs( G), and hence 5 = f?N$(O), which is not the case. Hence, for 
some i = 1, 2, ..., s, yQ!& either does not normalize 13, or else some element 
of yQ& induces a nontrivial q-automorphism of !&, Now 
YmG = rQsio,(5sj)/o,(-5). 
Since yQSi is generated by its subgroups ynldi which have the property 
that 8$ acts irreducibly and nontrivially on G,/D(&), we can therefore find 
4 = QrO,($)/O,(~) with this property such that yQIBi either does not 
normalize ‘$I0 or else some element of yQ,bi induces a nontrivial q-automor- 
phism on !&, . 
We set fi = O,(&)Q& , and show that R satisfies the required conditions 
(a)-(d). Let &, be the largest normal subgroup of R which centralizes ‘$,, , 
and let & be the inverse image of O,(R/O,) in R. Since O,(a) ??& is an &,-sub- 
group of a, !& = 9 n I& is an S,-subgroup of gI . Furthermore, 
RR, = Na(?)r) is p-stable by Proposition 6. Thus (a), (c), and (d) hold. 
Finally let d, = ker (Bi + Aut n,) = ker (!& + Aut &/D(n,)). Since %I,- is 
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elementary and !B, acts irreducibly on El/D(Q), it follows that )Hi]8, -= p. 
As ?Z& centralizes 8, , ‘8s c O,(R) and hence 2$, E j.$ Furthermore, by 
construction of $1i , we see that 0, n B, c D(Q,), and consequently 
%, n VP1 = B, Thus (b) holds and we conclude that $j is p-reductive in both 
cases (i) and (ii). 
LVe may therefore assume that $ = $i In this case, $* ‘4 n O(5) 
is an 5’p-subgroup of O(B) and W* ~3 $. In particular, % $ \Q*, otherwise 
!?J : N,(%) = cN,-,(%), contrary to assumption. Hence ‘$? 1 ‘Q*, and con- 
sequently $ does not possess a normal 2-complement. Thus $ is a D-group. 
If 9 is solvable, then necessarily p = 3 and ‘p is an 5’,-subgroup of 5. How- 
ever, we have shown above that 3 is p-reductive in this case. We may there- 
fore assume that 8 is nonsolvable. 
Set 7~ = $/O(5) = l%i@, where either 5 == 1 and w is isomorphic to 4, 
or tn is isomorphic to P,‘1L(2, q) or PGL(2, q), q odd, q 3 5, 3 is cyclic of 
odd order, and $Tsi n 3 =; 1. Let the images of $1, and (in case (ii)) of 2 in 
.fi be g, z respectively. By Lemma 3.3 (i), (ii), and (iii), we can choose 3 
so that !I? = (9 n *R) (Q n 5) in both cases and so that 8 also centralizes I 
in case (ii). Furthermore, if ‘ni, denotes the simple normal subgroup of !iTi 
of index at most 2 in $n, it follows from the same parts of Lemma 3.3 that 
5 = BINS($). 
Sow let E be the image of L ) 7. C,($$,) in 5 and consider first the case that 
*5Ti, E 2. Then fi = ENS(Q) and consequently $ = eO(b)N,($J). Setting 
5, = O(sj)‘$, we must have $jO # (2 n &)N,,(B), otherwise i = gN$(%), 
contrary to assumption. But $! is an S,-subgroup of Go , $,, is of odd order, 
and 0,(&J ~~ 1. Hence by the preceding case of the proof, &, possesses a 
subgroup R satisfying the required conditions. Thus 9 is p-reductive in this 
case. We may therefore suppose that %I?, $ 3. 
Suppose next that for some i :- 1, 2, .-., s, we have ,9,/& n p* ~-p. 
In particular, this will be the case if v/v* is cyclic, since % $ $*. We shall 
argue in this situation that sj itself can be taken for R. Let 5&, be the largest 
normal subgroup of f, which centralizes $$, and let 5, be its image in $. 
Since &, (I $j, we must have 2” := 1; otherwise w, s 2, contrary to the fact 
that E,, c $ and R, $ 2. Thus Q,, E O(g), and hence also .Qr c O(B), 
where & is the inverse image of 0,($/&J in 5. But then !@ n O(5) = g* 
is an S,-subgroup of Q1 . Also 5 == N,((P*) is p-stable by Proposition 6. 
Finally ~ %J?& n Cl ~ -= / BijBi n $I* = p. Thus 5 satisfies conditions 
(a)-(d), and consequently $ isp-reductive. We may therefore also assume that 
i di/Bj n Q* i >p2 for some i. 
Suppose next that 5 is isomorphic to A, , in which case we must have 
p =: 3 and Bi = !&0($)/O($) must be of order 9 for some i = 1, 2, ..., s. 
Since a maximal element of VIE;(Z; p) h as order 3 by Lemma 3.2 (iv), we 
note that this case can only arise in case (i). Now by Lemma 3.2 (v), VI&&; 2) 
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contains two distinct four subgroups which together generate 5; and 
neither of which is centralized by %$ . Since 2 C & = fi, therefore, there 
exists a four subgroup Z* which is normalized but not centralized by Bi 
and with the additional property that %* $ 2. Let B,, = Cgi(55*) and let 8, 
be the inverse image of %I0 in bi . Then ( 8, / = 3, and hence 1 B$?& [ = 3. 
Since %$ = Q, we also have p = !J*bi . We now set !I.$ = ‘p*2$, and show 
that N$(‘$r) can be taken for 52. Since 8, E O(Ng(Z*)) and since Nj=,(Z*) 
contains an &-subgroup 6* of 5, Lemma 3.2 (iv) implies that B0 is a maximal 
element of M(6*) and hence also that N&&)/~,, is isomorphic to PGL(2,3). 
It follows that R/O(H) is isomorphic to PGL(2,3) and that R is a D-group 
with respect to a four subgroup 2* whose image in jj is 3”. If &, denotes once 
again the largest normal subgroup of R which centralizes $3, , then 2* $ &, , 
since &, c f? and Z* $ 5. Since J&, 4 R and NR(Z*) 1Ca’(Z*), it follows 
that 2* n B,, = 1 and hence that 9s c O(R). Thus the inverse image & 
of O,( R/e,) also lies in O(R), whence ‘$r = O,(R) is an &-subgroup of 2, 
and / Bi/bi n ‘$, / = 3. Since R is 3-stable by Proposition 6, R satisfies 
(a)-(d), and again 9 is p-reductive. Thus we henceforth assume that 5 is 
not isomorphic to A, 
In proving the proposition in case (i), we can assume that $j is not of 
characteristic pn with 11 > 1. On the other hand, if 8 is of characteristic p, 
then an SD-subgroup of 5 has order p by Lemmas 3.1 (i) and 3.3 (i), contrary 
to our present assumption that ‘!$3/p* is noncyclic. Thus B is not of charac- 
teristic pn in case (i). Furthermore, in both cases (i) and (ii), we must have 
Q n (m # 1; otherwise g = 9 n $j is cyclic, once again contradicting the 
noncyclicity of q/p*. In particular, it follows from Lemma 3.1 (vii) that 9 
is also not of characteristic p” in case (ii). Thus in both cases, Q n s%il is
contained in a primary or secondary subgroup R of ‘%l? normalized by 8 and 
9 n ITsi # 1. Moreover, in case (ii), Lemma 3.1 (v) and (vii) implies that a 
maximal element of &j@;p) is an $,-subgroup of !iiI; therefore Q n $33 
is an A’,-subgroup of <n and Q is an SD-subgroup of $5 in case (ii) as well as in 
case (i). Thus under our present assumptions, cases (i) and (ii) coincide. 
Now !jl is metacyclic by Lemma 3.3 (v). Hence Bi = 13i/%$ n ‘p* has 
order pz for some i = I, 2, ..., s, and consequently Bi = Q,(Q). Furthermore, 
B,, = Bi n 5 has order p. Since 8, is isomorphic to PSL(2, q), q odd, it 
follows therefore from Lemma 3.3 (i) that %i?,, = C~,(B,,) is isomorphic to 
PSL(2, t), where t” = q. Moreover, / i3, n ‘%il, ) = p, since 1 Bi n ‘9i?, / = p; 
and Bi n *B,, E 5i, = i% n jTi, . Applying Lemma 3.1 (iii) and (x), we also 
have 1 ‘&, / = i (t + 8) and ) 97 ) = & (tp + S), where 6 = i 1. In particular, 
this implies that 1 % JD > 1 !Ri, lP, whence Q n 3 = Q n WI $ ‘ii&. We 
conclude therefore from Lemma 3.1 (viii) that ‘E, = (@, , g n W,). 
Using this last result, we shall now show that jJi0 $ 5; so assume the 
contrary. Set D = N,(#,), and let 3 be the image of a in 5. Since ‘$,, u Q 
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by hypothesis, and L! = C,(‘&,) ~1 3, we see that ZE 2 (\JJ$, , $ n ‘IJl, > == 9J1, 
Since L? (: 33, 
Since ‘%i?, is simple and E n *jgi, 2 m, + 1, we conclude that 2 n #m, 1Ti, , 
contrary to our assumption that ‘mi, $ 2. Thus ‘55i, $ 2, as asserted. 
Finally let $* be the inverse image of !m,) x &, in 5. Then clearly 
‘& = !Q*(2& n O($*)) is an S,-subgroup of O(%*). \Ve shall show that 
N,*(‘j3,) can be taken for R. Define 2,, and I.!!, as usual. \\‘e first argue that 
PO G O(R). Since p divides 1 &, ~ :m 4~ (t 6), t 3, and hence ‘m, is simple. 
Since a/O(R) is isomorphic to ‘%,, , the assumption I& Q O(R) would impI> 
that R = O(R& But $T* =- O($*) Si by Sy!ow’s theorem, and hence 
s7* 0(5*)2,, = O($)~Iti,, Thus the image g’, of V,, in 5 contains \n, , 
contrary to the fact that E, G E and ‘T5i,, $ Q. Thus co E O(SZ), as asserted. 
But then 12~ is also contained in O(R), and consequently ‘& is an S,,-subgroup 
of III Furthermore, $3 =: N,I($IV,) is p-stable bv Proposition 6. and 
8,.‘23j n yi, ~ -- p. ‘Thus si satisfies (a)-(d), and the proposition is proved. 
‘I’he authors would like to acknowledge their gratitude to Professor John Thompson 
for his comments and advice. 
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